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MINUTES: Planning Group Meeting 
Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

DATE: May 7, 1989 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: May 11, 1989 

PRESENT: Morton L. Mandel, Chairman, Seymour Fox, 
Virginia F. Levi (Sec'y), Arthur J. Naparstek, 
Joseph Reimer, Herman D. Stein, Henry L. Zucker 

COPY TO: Annette Hochstein 

------------------------------- -- ~- ---- ------------- ----- --- ------ -- ----.-----

e signment 

I. Introduction 

The minutes of the Planning Group Meeting of March 29 and the Senior 
Policy Advisors Meeting of March 30, 1989, were reviewed. 

It was suggested that a paper is needed listing and explaining the 
basic assumptions underlying implementation. A draft should be 
prepared and circulated to provide Planning Group members an 
opportunity to react. AJN will take responsibility for this in 
collaboration with SF and AH. 

II. Commission assignments were reviewed. It was agreed that Berman, 
Mintz, and Yanowitz should be more involved and kept informed about 

Assignm.ent Commission proceedings. AJN will work with their respective 
professionals to ensure that they are kept informed. 

Assignment 

Assignment 

Assignment 

- ;ignment 

The following commissioner contacts were reassigned for interviews 
prior to the June 14 meeting: 

Robert Hiller--HLZ 
Robert Loup--SF (by telephone) 
Ludwig Jesselson--MLM 
Charles Ratner--AJN 

AJN was assigned responsibility for ·working with Rotman and Woocher to 
develop a plan to ensure that Commission reports and presentations are 
on the agendas of groups which they convene or to which they report. 
HLZ will take this assignment for CJF. AJN and HLZ will be in regular 
touch (every few weeks) with the professional heads of these 
organizations. 

It was suggested that a statement on the relationship of the Commission 
to the cooperating organizations be drafted in collaboration with each 
organization's professional head. AJN will handle JWB and JESNA. 
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-Assignment HU will take CJF. The draft will be prepared for review by the 
Planning Croup, at its next meeting. 

III. Report on Interviews 

Assignment 

Assignment 

• signment 

Assignment 

Fox, Naparstek, Reimer, and Zucker reported on the interviews they have 
had with commissioners. There was general support for the concept of 
an implementation mechanism. In addition, some commissioners expressed 
an interest in the mechanism's evaluation and research capabilities 
while others were interested in its potential ability to assist funders 
in assessing directions for funding. Concern was expressed regarding 
any negative potential in the mechanism's relationship to national 
agencies. Others are anxious for the Commission to move beyond the 
theoretical and to actually begin implementation. 

The following assignments resulted from this discussion: 

1. We should develop a plan for handling commissioners who are not 
engaged. This will be an agenda item for our next meeting. 

2. The Planning Group should develop and rank a list of commissioners 
whom MlM should try to see personally, at some time. This should 
include Matthew Maryles and the five West Coast commissioners . 

3. It was suggested that MlM consider a trip to the West Coast, which 
could inc lude a meeting with West Coast commissioners, a meeting 
with the l ocal Los Angeles commission, and possibly a presentation 
to CAJE. 

4. VFL will develop a list of commissioners who are not currently 
planning to attend the June 14 meeting . Their •counselors" will 
take responsibility for encouraging their attendance. 

IV. Contents and Agenda for June 14 Commission Meeting 

It was agreed that the June 14 Commission meeting should yield at least 
general agreement among commissioners on a set of outcomes which lead 
directly to implementation. MU{ will say that Senior Policy Advisors 
are not speaking at the meeting because they have other forums for 
their input. His introduction will also include an explanation for why 
the meetings are taking place at HUC. 

A. We are proposing as Commission outputs a means to: 

1. build a profession, 

2. energize federations (communities) to focus on Jewish 
education, 

3. create a new design for the effectiveness and interaction of 
organizations engaged in Jewish education for the continent, 
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4 . implement programmatic interests, 

5. undertake ongoing research and publication. 
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This should lead to agreement on demonstration sites and a mechanism to 
oversee the entire process. Direct refer,ence to IJE, as such, should 
probably not occur at this meetifig. 

The first portion of the meeting should be put in the context of 
desired Commission outcomes re.lated to pe·r sonnel and community. The 
second portion of the meeting can then focus on ways to achieve these 
outcomes. 

B. Agenda for June 14 

The following agenda was proposed for the Commission meeting on 
June 14. We will call the meeting for 9:30 a.m. (coffee and 
danish) and plan to begin promptly at 10:00. 

1 . Introduction--MLM [20 minutes) 

a. A review of general outcomes which have emerged from 
meetings with commissioners and a review of the agenda 

b . Discussion (if any) 

2. Presentation on community--Esther Leah Ritz [20 minutes] 

Subsequent to this meeting, it was decided to ask Esther Leah 
Ritz to chair one of the three groups due to Lester Crown's 
inability to attend. 

a. A redraft of the Commission's option papers on community 
and on funding (mailed in advance) 

b. Jewish education as an evolving priority for the Federation 
movement 

c. Local initiatives and prospects (We will probably have 
mailed the Joel Fox paper in advance . ) 

d. Discussion 

3. Presentation on personnel--SF/AH [20 minutes] 

a . The problem 

b. Examples of possible solutions 
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c. Possible steps to achieve solutions 

d. Discussion 

4. Group Discussion 

Break into three groups to discuss the earlier 
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presentations and to propose solutions. The chairs of these 
meetings will be Bronfman, Crown (We have since learned he 
cannot attend.), and Hirschhorn. Their respective co-chairs 
could be Yanowitz, Mintz, and Berman. Each group will have two 
people to serve as staff/resources to provide community and 
personnel expertise. Possible support staff for each of the 
three groups could include (1) Fox and Hoffman, (2) Reimer . and 
Hiller, (3) Zucker and Hochstein. Each group will also have a 
recorder. 

5. Thirty minutes of informal interaction before lunch 

6. Lunch--resume meeting in the same groups 

7. Return to plenary session to report on each group 
discussion 

8. If possible, determine next steps 

C. Assignments Related to Agenda 

Assignment l. AJN will review reports on commissioner interviews with input 
from SF, AH, HDS and HLZ and will draft the MIB introduction by 
the end of May. 

Assignment 2. HU will call Esther Leah Ritz and ask her to make the 

Assignment 

Assignment 

Assignment 

Assignment 

Assignment 

• 

presentation on community (and since changed to chair of group) 
and will brief her in preparation for the presentation. 

3. MLM will invite the appropriate commissioners to chair group 
meetings. AJN to prepare draft . 

4. AJN will follow up MUi's letter with a telephone call to the 
three group chairs. 

5. MLM will invite co -chairs : Yanowitz, Mintz, and Berman. AJN 
to draft letter. 

6. HLZ will work with AJN on identifying the most appropriate 
staff for each group. 

7. AJN will suggest and, after approval, invite recorders for each 
group . 
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Assignment 

Assignment 

Assignment 

Assignment 

Assignme.nt 

Assignment 

-

8. SF and AH will draft a discussion guide for use at the group 
meetings. It should be completed no later than June 1 so that 
it can be reviewed with group leaders and recorders prior to 
the meeting. 

9. JR will send a critique of the Joel Fox paper on local 
initiatives to HLZ by 5/15. 

10. HLZ will work with Joel Fox on revisions and will decide 
whether or not to distribute the paper to commissioners. 

11. AJN and VFL will develop a grid on who is to see whom by when 
in preparation for implementing the plan for the June 14 
meeting. 

12. The Planning Group will consider if/when (after June 14) we 
should bring funders together for a meeting. 

13. The Planning Group will consider holding periodic meetings of 
the Commission after June, 1990--perhaps once a year--to 
monitor the IJE. 

14. AJN will develop a list of papers for the final report to be 
commissioned with a proposed time table and will circulate it 
to Pl anning Group members by June 15. 

Assignment 15. MLM will call Mona Ackerman to encourage her to attend the June 
14 meeting. 

Assigrunent 16. SF and AH will draft a letter to go to commissioners by May 26 
reflecting the outcome of the interviews. 

Assignment 17. SF and AH will draft a letter on the content of the Commission 
meeting and the agenda to be mailed by June 2. 

Assignment 18. A letter confirming the time and place of the June 14 meeting 
and the reply postcard will be drafted by VFL for mailing as 
soon as possible. 

D. Desired Outcomes of the June 14 Meeting 

1. Professionals to leave with the hope that important 
improvements can be made in Jewish education 

2. Lay people to have an awareness that their programmatic 
interests will be dealt with as the situation warrants 

3. Agreement on directions to take for the personnel and community 
options 

4 . Commissioners to have a sense that they are involved 
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5. Potential funders to be aware that their financial support will 
be sought 

6. Task forces to be established at some point in time on 
personnel and community 

7. The road to an implementation mechanism is open 

V. Denominations 

It was agreed that it is important to engage the denominational leaders 
Assignment of the Jewish community in the work of the Commission. MLM will meet 

with Schorsch, Lamm, and Gottschalk (in that order) to indicate that we 
have concluded it is in the best interests of the Commission to 
establish a liaison with congregational leaders (rabbinic groups and 
congregational organizations), and that we are seeking their advice on 

Assignment the best way of involving these groups. JR will draft an approach to 
be taken at these meetings and will review it with SF and AJN by May 
26. 

• 
Assignment 

VI. CAJE 

It was reported that at the August meeting of CAJE, a plenary session 
has been reserved for presentation and discussion of the Commission. 
It was suggested that the title of the presentation be "An Event in 
Jewish Life: Jewish Education in the Future." Planning Group members 
agreed that if Mili can make the presentation, it would be advisable. 
Commissioners who plan to be present can be asked to assist in leading 
small-group discussions. These may include Elkin, Lee, Ingall, Schiff, 
Bieler, and possibly Reimer and Naparstek. AJN will speak with Elliot 
Spack, CAJE Director, and indicate Mill's preference for the meeting to 
occur on August 14. 

VII. Commission Schedule 

Assignment 

A. Meetings of June 13-15, 1989 

1. Senior Policy Advisors will meet on Tuesday, June 13, 1:30 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m., to review final preparations for the June 14 
Commission Meeting. VFL will contact HUC about holding the 
meeting there. 

2. The Commission Meeting will take place on Wednesday, June 14, 
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at HUG. 

3. Senior Policy Advisors will meet for debriefing on Thursday, 
June 15, 8:30 a.m. to noon at JWB. 
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B. Dates of Future Commission Meetings 

1. A meeting has been scheduled for October 4, 1989. 
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Assignment 2. VFL will take steps to schedule meetings for February 14, 1990, 
and June 13, 1990. 

-

• 
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MINUTES: Planning Group Meeting 
Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

DATE: March 29, 1989 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: April 17, 1989 

PRESENT: Morton L. Mandel, Chairman, Seymour Fox, 
Annette Hochstein, Virginia F. Levi (Sec ' y), 
Arthur J. Naparstek, Joseph Reimer, Herman D. Stein, 

COPY TO: Henry L. Zucker 

I. Introduction 

II. 

The chairman welcomed planning group members and reviewed the agenda 
for the day . This was followed by a brief review of minutes of the 
planning group meetings of February 7-9. 

In a report on activities since the last meeting, it was noted that 
work has focused on the issue of implementation in preparation for chis · 
meeting. 

The ii Concept 

Much of the day was spent in careful review of the paper proposing "An 
Instrumentality for Implementation." 

A. The following general issues were raised: 

1. Semantics 

Discomfort was expressed with the use of the terms 
"instrumentality for implementation" and "demonstration 
center." The alternatives which were suggested and agreed 
upon, for the present, are "initiatives for Jewish education" 
(IJE) and "community action sites." 

2. The need for "bottom-up" along with "top-down" management 
should be clearly stated. This assumes that the major focus of 
the IJE is to work with service institutions and communities co 
help them decide upon their needs and goals. It is important 
to be aware that these needs will vary by institution and 
community. The goal: to help each be the best it is ready co 
be . 

3. It is important to reflect in this document an intent to 
optimize the full potential of all existing institutional 
resources (JWB, Brandeis, CAJE, etc.). 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Community can be defined to encompass the "enlarged federation 
family": the local federation, congregations and other 
bodies. 

How do we know that there is interest in the services of the 
IJE? We might consider building in a pilot project so that a 
design might be tested before the entire project is lauf ched. 

:1 (5<£.. 
A clearer sense of the organization and related costs / is 
needed. /I 

It would be useful to identify potential sources of resistance 
and to develop strategies to overcome the resistance. 

-s ,./ 
This~concept is dependent upon finding an effective leader. 

The IJE is an "intermediary organization" capable of convening 
groups that might not otherwise come together. It should have 
the power to leverage funding. It should assist with program 
design, monitoring and evaluation. 

10. It is not yet clear whether the IJE will be able to provide 
funding. It may operate on the prestige and ability of the 
board, the staff, and their ideas. It was noted that if the 
IJE were responsible for fundraising on an ongoing basis, this 
might detract from its central purpose. 

11. In the organizational design it was suggested that the term 
"professional advisory board" replace "academic team." 

B. Introductory Remarks 

As a preface to a careful review of the concept paper, SF and AH 
made the following remarks: 

1. The concept paper assumes that the issues of personnel and 
community must be approached on the local level. It also 
assumes that there are currently no known programs which, if 
replicated, could solve the problems in the field. The 
strategy is to approach the problems locally and demonstrate 
that there are things that can be done to improve the 
situation. 

2. It is assumed, further, that there are talented people who, 
under the right circumstances, could be encouraged to 
contribute and get involved. However, they must be identified 
and brought together to take action. It is believed that no 
local community or existing organization could bring this 
talent together, but that this is a role for IJE. 
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3. This would not be a simple dropping of "generic programs" into 
communities, but a process which would be carefully tailored t o 
each community involved, and involve the community heavily. 

C. Assumptions 

1. The field of Jewish education is complex and vast. Efforts at 
innovation must be undertaken at the local level. 

2. There is no single community where a prototype can be 
implemented and fine-tuned for general application. Instead, 
there must be constant on-line fine tuning in a number of 
locations. This calls for close monitoring and evaluation. 
It is the purpose of the IJE to build the prototype and of the 
community action site to serve as the means of fine tuning and 
later dissemination. 

3. The purpose of the IJE is to facilitate the development and 
testing of programs but not to become a service-deliver y 
organization. 

D. Other Issues 

1 . The IJE dealing with personnel and community is a means to 
reaching our goals. By the nature of this endeavor, the 
programmatic options will be involved. Personnel will be 
developed for specific programs. 

2. I s personnel, by its nature, capable of change only over a long 
period? It is believed that through a stronger recruitment 
process, new energy can be infused into a community relatively 
quickly. 

3. One goal is to identify selected local problems and seek 
national solutions for them. 

The foregoing discussion accompanied a careful review of the 
concept paper. Suggestions were made for revision of the paper 
which were incorporated in a rewrite prepared for presentation at 
the senior policy advisors meeting of March 30. 

E. Tentative Timetable 

The following is a possible timetable for implementing the IJE 
concept: 

June 1989 

November 1989 

February 1990 
June 1990 

- Commission meeting - general agreement to the IJE 
concept . 

- present the f i nal paper on the concept and the 
beginning outcomes of a director search. 

- present the director to the Commission. 
- first report of the IJE director; first meeting of 

the IJE boa rd. 
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The group discussed the nature of contact to occur with commissioners 
prior to the June 14 meeting. It was agreed that the commissioners 
should be given a sense of the issues and we should determine if we 
have consensus on the general concept of the IJE. 

A. Charles Bronfman and Lester Crown have agreed to host regional 
meetings in New York and Chicago, respectively, on May 8 and 9. 

B. In addition, a meeting of commissioners who are Jewish educators is 
scheduled to take place on April 5 in New York. Depending on the 
outcome of this meeting, participants may be asked to attend 
regional meetings, as well. 

C. At these meetings and in any contacts with commissioners, it will 
be important to test their views without manipulating them. 

D. The nature of the interaction at these meetings and in one-on-one 
meetings with specially identified commissioners was reserved for 
discussion with the senior policy advisors on March 30. It was 
agreed that a draft talk sheet would be developed by no later than 
April 15 by SF and AH and would include a list of items to discuss, 
items not to discuss, and potential risks. In addition to members 
of the planning group, our representatives from JWB, JESNA, and CJF 
should review and approve this document. 

IV. Preparation for March 30 Meeting of Senior Policy Advisors 

The agenda for the March 30 meeting of senior policy advisors was 
reviewed and revised in light of this meeting . 
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DATE: March 30, 1989 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: April 17, 1989 

PRESENT: Morton L. Mandel, Chairman, David Ariel, Seymour Fox, 
Annette Hochstein, Stephen H. Hoffman, Virginia F. Levi 
(Sec 'y) , Arthur J. Naparstek, Joseph Reimer, Arthur 
Rotman, Herman Stein, Jonathan Woocher 

GUEST: Herbert Millman 

COPY TO: Carmi Schwartz, Henry L. Zucker 

--- --------------- -------------------- ----- -------------------- ------------ ---

I. Review of the IJE Concept 

A. Underlying Assumptions 

There was extensive discussion of the underlying assumptions to 
the draft concept paper. 

1. It was suggested that work at the local level and significant 
change at the national level must occur simultaneously. The 
paper should refer to continental service agencies and to the 
possible relationship of IJE to JWB , JESNA, Yeshiva, Brandeis, 
etc. The ways in which the continental and local bodies 
interact to create interventions and support systems should be 
spelled out more clearly. 

2. The document implies that North American Jewish education is in 
a steady state. It was suggested that this is not the case, 
but that a dynamic environment already exists as evidenced by 
the existence of local commissions on Jewish education. Does 
the IJE have maximum impact by plugging into processes already 
under way, by starting at the beginning in communities not 
already engaged, or through some combination? It was noted 
that, because the IJE would not be a service providing agency, 
it would be in a position to select locations where it could 
serve as an effective resource. 

3. The mission of the IJE is to stimulate and catalyze. One 
approach is to get things going on a local level and withdraw 
when a local effort can become self-sustaining. In light of 
this approach, the IJE should develop entities (e.g. 
commissions) that include existing relevant institutions in 
local communities; the local federation should generally be 
dominant. 
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4. The IJE should function at the national level, while working on 
the local level to develop prototypes or models which can be 
applied elsewhere. It will not provide regular service on the 
local level. It will work closely with national organizations 
for diffusion purposes (application of lessons learned in one 
city to others). The IJE is intended to help identify local 
problems and seek national solutions. 

5. Ye should anticipate counter-assumptions and deal with them in 
advance. One such assumption might be that the denominations 
or training institutions are a sufficient means to solving the 
problems of personnel and community. 

6. Ye must assume that the existing network of institutions in 
America has neither the money nor the existing capacity to 
bring about the outcomes we seek . In addition to a written 
report, an outcome of the Commission should be a way to enhance 
the likelihood of implementing goals for Jewish continuity: an 
institution to seek resources and help implement change 
locally. This body should be free to experiment and innovate 
in local communities, in conjunction with federations, and link 
appropriately to denominations. The IJE's role must be unique. 

The IJE is a 
Commission. 
relationship 
indicate how 
happening at 

means of mobilizing the resources of the 
It must establish an effective working 
with current national bodies. The document should 
this would work while noting that there is much 
present. 

B. Bringing About Change 

A discussion of the section of the concept paper entitled "Bringing 
About Change" yielded the following suggestions: 

1. It would be useful to always include a time frame within which 
the IJE would work with a given local community. 

2. Many com.missioners retain strong interests in programmatic 
options. It would be useful to build a statement into the 
paper explaining the link between the IJE approach and the 
programmatic options. 

3. In defining a community action site, discussion turned to the 
question of whether the IJE should consider working with just 
one institution in a city. The conclusion was probably 

P... 
not--that tom! key to change is to create a mechanism to work 
locally under the leadership of the federation--and that 
working with a single institution would dissipate IJE's 
energy. However, the concept of working with a single 
institution will be kept on the books as a possibility. 
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4. It is clear that the IJE will need to fully evolve over time. 
Our responsibility at present is to clarify the initial design 
and framework and to be as clear as possible regarding goals. 

5. There is overlap between some of the proposed responsibilities 
of IJE and much of what JWB and JESNA (and others) currently 
do. In clarifying the role of IJE, we should apply the test of 
where its contribution can be unique. It was suggested that a 
paragraph be added to the document indicating that it is 
understood that "engineering" must take place among IJE and 
JESNA, CJF, JWB, and others. In addition, key institutional 
leadership should sit on the IJE board. 

6. The issue of scope must be considered further. It was felt 
that the IJE should have sufficient resources and capital to 
develop initiatives on the local level. In addition, 
structured means should be developed (i.e . seminars, programs, 
communications., data collection and analysis) to enhance 
diffusion. 

7 . While there are no models for the IJE within the field of 
education, we are aware of similar intermediary organizations 
such as LISC and the Enterprise Foundation which have 

• successfully implemented similar concepts in other fields. 

Assignment 

Assignment 

C. Next Steps 

Participants were asked to review the remainder of the document and 
to submit comments to AJN. In addition, group members were 
encouraged to consider competing models and to submit them in 
writing to AJN for dissemination and review. 

II. Involvement of Denominations in the Work of the Commission 

A. JW will prepare a list of the critical groups within each 
denomination, the major players, and their roles. This will be 
sent to AJN. 

B. What is our Objective? 

1. We should be i n communication with each denomination so that 
when the IJE is working in a community, each denomination might 
participate appropriately. While the federation serves a 
convening role and IJE staff and service institutions help 
shape the process, important content might be provided by the 
denominations. 
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2. The denominations are heavily involved in the area of personnel 
because that's where most of the children are. \Jhile the 
process of change in the denomination world is sometimes slower 
than within federations, if we can encourage a competitive 
atmosphere, we might create a climate in which denominations 
would move more quickly. 

C. What should be done? 

Assignment It was suggested that MU{ along with JY or AR meet with Lamm, 
Schorsch, and Gottschalk. Each leader should be asked to help 
develop a mechanism to involve that denomination. Lamm should be 
asked how we can approach Torah U'Mesorah. 

• 

III. Final Report - Rolling Outline 

A. General Outline 

A proposed outline for a final report was reviewed and discussed. 
It was agreed that a document on vision is important as a rationale 
for the IJE concept. A review of the state of the field provides 
a sense of urgency and emergency. The issue of Jewish education as 
a vehicle for Jewish continuity belongs at the forefront of the 
document . 

B. Commissioning Papers 

The first section of the report might be called "Jewish Continuity 
at Risk." In this section, the link between Jewish continuity and 
Jewish education should be established. York might begin on this 

Assignment first section of the report after the June Commission meeting. JR 
will draft a thought piece on alternative scenarios for the content 
of the final report. This will be reviewed by internal staff and 
then distributed to senior policy advisors for critique. It should 
be completed by June . 

Assignment JR requested that policy advisors review Exhibit 4--"Commissioning 
Papers"--and provide him with feedback. 

IV. PR Status Report 

A. It was noted that we have engaged Paula Berman Cohen to coordinate 
public relations efforts and have established a PR Committee 
comprised of David Ariel, Paula Berman Cohen, Stephen Hoffman, 
Virginia Levi, Morton Mandel, Arthur Naparstek , Charl es Ratner, 
Bennett Yanowitz, and Henry Zucker. 
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It was suggested that the June Commission meeting should be an 
"event." We should begin now to establish links with such 
publications as Moment, the New York Times, and the Wall Street 

Assignment Journal. Mill will arrange for Premier's PR representative to work 
wi th PBC in establishing contacts with the New York Times and the 

Assignment Wall Street Journal. MLM will consider calling Herschel Blumberg 
and Paul Berger in an effort to interest Moment in the Commission. 

B. Interim Letter to Commissioners 

A draft letter to commissioners was reviewed. It was suggested 
that such a letter, to go out by April 15, should serve as an 
invitation to regional meetings and an update on activities since 
the December 13 meeting and should refer to a possible Commission 

Assignment outcome in the form of an implementation mechanism. AJN will 
rewrite the letter. 

• 

V. 

Assignment 

Assignment • 

C. Content of Small Group Meetings 

It was noted that Charles Bronfman and Lester Crown have agreed to 
host regional meetings in New York and Chicago, respectively. In 
addition, commissioner educators are scheduled to meet in New York 
on April 5. Following an extensive discussion, it was concluded 
that the concept paper should not be distributed prior to these 
meetings. Staff will share the issues and emerging assumptions, 
but not the conclusions. The purpose of the meetings should be to 
get input on major questions and to provide participants with a 
sense that there will be something beyond the Commission. 

Commissioners should be engaged at the regional meeting and should 
have a sense that we are approaching a recommendation which we 
intend to make at the June Commission meeting. 

The letter inviting commissioners to the regional meetings should 
be on Commission letterhead, should invite all people to either 
meeting, and should be accompanied by an outline of the issues 
under consideration. Confirmation letters would come directly from 
Crown or Bronfman. 

(Note: It was subsequently felt by Commission leadership that such 
meetings are premature and will be deferred.) 

Commissioner Contact 

Group members assigned to contact individual commissioners will submit 
a written report on each such contact. VFL will keep a master book on 
all commissioner contacts and will bring it to each meeting. 

The group reviewed the list of commissioners and determined which 
should be contacted individually prior to the June 14 meeting. A 
summary of those decisions is attached. 
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A. Progress Report 
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Ass i gnmen t A memorandum by JR setting forth a list of organizations in need of 
contact and recommendations for the nature of that contact was 
reviewed. This will be presented to the Public Relations 
Committee. 

B. Educators Meeting 

It was agreed that at the April 5 meeting of educators the issues 
and emerging assumptions discussed at this meeting would be 
reviewed, discussed, and further refined. 

VII. Tentative Dates for Future Commission Meetings 

It was agreed that we would tentatively plan Commission meetings to 
occur in October 1989 and February 1990. Two possible dates for the 

Assignment next meeting are October 4 and (second choice) October 11. VFL will 
reserve the space and check these dates with our group of critical 
participants. 
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Co:rrnisslon on Jewish Education In Horth America 

Contacts from 12/14/88 • 6/14/89 

· Hame I Asslgrment I Post·C01TT11lssion Meeting Contacts I Comnents I 
· ··· · ········· · ············l············l············ · ··········· · · ··· · · ········· · · · ·· · ··············!············ · ························ ········I 
I. LAY LEAOERS ' 

- Mona Ackerman • fdn 
Ronald Appelby 
Oavld Arnow 
Mandell BeN!lan 
Charles Br°"fman 
John C:0l1111n 
Kaurlc:e Cors°" • Fdn 

Luter Crown 
Stuart Elzenstat 
El I Evans • Fdn 

/\'-°- Irwin field 
Max f i sher 

'l. Josepl'l Gruss 
I 

Robert Hiller • fdn 
Oavld Hirschhorn 

; - Ludwig Jesselson 
~ - Henry Kosch It z ky 

Hark II.I Iner 
1 _ Robert Loup 

Horton L. Hande l 
Matthew Haryles 
Florel"lce Helton 

; . Donald Hintz 
Lester Pollack 
Charles Ratner 
Harriet Rosenthal 
Esther Leah Ritz 

~ Lionel Schipper 
Daniel Shapiro 
Peggy Tlshman 
Bennett Yonowitz 

AJII • 1 
AJI/. • 
JR• 2• 
AJII • 1 
SF • 1 
HLZ 2 
HLZ • 
SF • 1 
AJII • 2 
HLZ • 
AR • 2° 
HLH • 

HLZ 
HLZ • I 
AH • 1 
JR • 2 
JR/AJH•2 
AH• 2 
AH 
AJN • 2 
AH 1 
AR 1 
AR 2 
SF• 
AR 2 
AH/AR·2 
AJN • • 
AJN • 2 
AH/AJN•1 
AJN • \ 

!Phone call 1/89, 
!Phone<! end of Dec. JR wi tt see In Toronto. 
IAH saw 2/89. Will call 4/89. 
IAJH wltl see before regional mtg. 
!SF saw 2/89, HLH saw 3/89. Vlll chair regional mtg. 
IMLZ will call. 
IHLZ wl ll see, 

!SF saw 2/89. HLH saw 3/89. Viti host regional mtg. 
IHet In Jan. 
IHLZ will call or iee. 
!JR wilt see. 
!Should be seen· by HLH? 
IHLH will see with A. Schiff , 
IHLZ will see. 
!SF saw 4/'J, HL Z 11111 call. 
!HLH will urge to see AH In Jerusalem. 
I Sf sew 2/89, JR wl l l see. 
IJRwlll see. 
!AH will call 4/89 . JR may see In CO. 
[OK 
!Phone<! end of Dec:. AJN may see. 
!AH will try to see 4/89. 
!Mo plan. 
!No plan. 
!Saw 2/89. ~Ill call 4/89. 
!No plan. 
!AH saw 2/89. Vill see 4/89. 
IJR wf\l see. 
!AR will see. 
!AJN will see. 
!No plan. 

• t needs s~el6l treatment; 1 • top priority; 2 • less c:rltic:al to see now 

-
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Name 

II. PRES, HIGHER JE~ISH ED 
Al fr ed Gottschalk 

~ - Norman L ernn 
lsmar Schorsch 
Arthur Green 

Ill . SCHOLARS/EDUCATORS (1) 
Seymour Hartin Lfpset 

IV. JUDA IC SCHOLARS (1) 

Isadore Twersky 

V. JEWISH EDUCATORS (7) 
Jack Bieler 

(hJJ - David Dubin 
Joshua Elkin 
Irving Greenberg 
Corol lngall 
Sara Lee 
Alvin Schiff 

VI. RABBIS 

Haskel Looksteln 
r Harold Schulweis 

~ · Isaiah Zeldin 

-
Corrmlsslon on Jewish E~ucatlon in North America 

Contacts from 12/14/88 • 6/14/89 

I Assigrment I Post·Corrmissfon Meeting Contacts I Cooments I 
· ···· · · ·····l················· · ······· · ······ ···· ················· ·· ·· ···l······ · ···· ·· ·· · ·· ······· ·· · · ··········· · ····I 

HLM/SF·1 
HLH/AH•1 
HLH/AH•1 
JR • 2* 

SF· 1 

SF • 1 

JR · 2 
AR • 2 
JR• 2 
JR· 2 
JR • 2 
SF • 
AJH • 1 

AJH • 1 
JR 2* 
JR • 2* 

!Called 2/89 . ~Ill see 4/89. 
IAH will see 4/89. 
IAH will see 4/89. 
IJR will see. 

I 
I 
!Saw 2/89 . ~Ill see 4/89. 

I 
I 
!Saw 2/89. 

I 
I 
l~lll attend educators' meeting· 4/5/89. 
l~ill attend. educators' meeting· 4/5/89. 
l~lll attend educators' meeting· 4/5/89. 
IJ~ wl l l see. 
l~lll attend educators' meeting· 4/5/89. 
!Ca ll ed 2/89. Saw 4/89. Educators' mtg. 4/5/89, 
l~ill attend educators' meeting· 4/5/89. 
I 
I 
IAH saw 1/89. AJN may see . 
IJR will see. 
IJR will see. 

I 

• 



0 P<IEMIER tNOUSTRIA L CO<IPORATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

Sl'E IWIACC1t100 IWIUoll PllUCT 11C1. lS 
fOR CIIIDWNES 011 lllE COIIIU11QII 

or THIS FO«II fOR A fVIICTIOIIAL SCH(DUI.( 

- D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT/OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

- 4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

- 9. 

73190 (RtV, IOJM) ""1NTCO JN 11.5.A 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Meet with Schorsch, La.mm and Gottschalk 
to develop a mechanism to involve the 
denominations, along with AR or JW. 

Arrange for Premier's PR representative to 
work with Paula Berman Cohen in estab
lishing contacts with the New York Times 
and the Wall Street Journal. 

Consider ·calling Herschel Blumberg and Paul 
Berger to interest Moment in the Commission. 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Max Fisher 
Joseph Gruss 
Ludwig Jesselson 

Meet with Michael Albanese and AJN to 
discuss developing monthly trend report 
and to discuss Commission budget. 

Consider a trip to the west coast to meet 
with commissioners, the local LA commis
sion, and make CAJE presentation. 

Invite appropriate commissioners to chair 
group meetings; AJN to draft letter. 

Invite group co-chairs; AJN to draft letter. 

Call Mona Ackerman and encourage her 
to attend 6/14 Commission meeting. 

Mandel Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS) 

Mllf. 

Mllf. 

Mllf. 

MLM 

Mill 

Mllf. 

Mllf. 

Mllf. 

MLM 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

3/30/89 

3/30/89 

3/30/89 

3/30/ 89 

4/4/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

DATE 5/10/89 

DUE DATE 

6/1/89 

6/1/89 

6/1/89 

5/31/89 

6/1/89 

7/1/89 

5/25/89 

5/25/89 

6/1/89 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 



-

• 

-

0 PREMIER INOUSTRIAL. CORPORATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

- 1(£ IIANAC£JWIT IWIUAI. POUCT NO. l.S 
FOR GUIOWN!l ON TME ICOllft£TlOII 

Of TMIS FOIII fOII A FUNCTION.II. SCHEDUU 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SU BJ ECT /OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

73890 (110, 10186) Pl!INllD IN U.SA 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Draft position descripti on for head 
of implementation mechanism. 

Contact assigned commissioner s individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Mandell Berman - 4/28 
Stuart Eizenstat 
Matthew Maryl es - 5/3 
Peggy Tishman - 5/4 
Bennett Yanowitz 
Alvin Schiff - 5/3 
Haskell Lookstein 5/4 
Ronald Appelby 5/1 
Henry Koschitzky 
Lionel Schipper 5/1 
Donald Mintz 
Charles Ratner 

Recommend to MLM schedule of regional 
meetings to follow June Commission 
meeting. 

Work with PBC and HLZ to put together 
a proposal on communication strategy for 
MLM approval. This includes determining 
milestone events, developing communication 
pieces, and developing and prioritizing a 
work plan. 

Follow up with Henry Hecker at JWB and 
Frank Strauss at CJF regarding follow up to 
meetings of April 9 and 10. 

Develop list of papers to be commissioned 
and timetable for final r eport and 
circulate to Planning Group for feedback. 

Naparstek Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 

TP 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

(INITIALS) 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

DATE 5/10/89 
DATE 

ASSIGNED DUE DATE 
STARTED 

2/9/89 TBD 

3/30/89 5/5/89 

4/4/89 TBD 

4/4/89 5/15/8'~ 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 

In proc 

4/4/89 4/21/89 In pro 

4/4/89 6/15/8 1 



-

-

-

0 PC,EMIER INOUST.,IAL CORPO<>ATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

---W IWIAGEIIOO" IIAIWAI. rotJCT IIO. 1.5 
FO• QIIDEIJNES OIi THE COIIM1011 

OF 1lllS fOIIII FOIi l FUNCTIOIIM. satmUl[ 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SU BJECJ/OBJ ECTIVE 

NO. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13 . 

14. 

15. 

73190 (IIEV. 10/86) P!UNTEO I< U.S.A. 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Develop list of PR activities to be 
undertaken immediately - with PBC. 

Seek advice of D. Ariel on asking 
A. Schiff to participate in CAJE 
presentation in August. 

Draft paper l isting and explaining 
basic assumptions underlying implementa
tion, with SF and AH. Circulate to 
planning group for input. 

Work with CJF, JESNA, and JWB pros to 
ensure that their lay leaders remain 
engaged in Commission proceedings. 

Work with Rotman & Woocher to ensure 
that Commission reports ar,e on agendas 
of groups they convene or report to . 

Draft statement on relationship of 
Commission to JWB & JESNA, with AR 
and JW, for review by planning group. 

Work with planning group on developing 
and ranking list of commissioners whom 
Mill should try to see personally. 

Review reports on commissioner interviews 
with input from SF, AH, HDS, and HLZ and 
draft MLM introduction for 6/14 meeting. 

Naparstek Assignments - Page 2 

VFL 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS) 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

DATE 5/10/89 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

5/2/89 

5/2/89 

5/7/89 

DUE DATE 

6/1/89 

6/1/89 

6/30/81 

5/7/89 ongoing 

5/7/89 ongoing 

5/7/89 6/13/81 

5/7/89 6/30/81 

5/7/89 5/31/81 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 
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• 
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0 PREMIER INOUSTAIAL. CORPORATION 

0 ASSIGNMENTS 

SH IWIAGOIOO IWWAI. POUCI' NO. I.$ 
f'OR CUIOQJNES ON TH( COlll'l!TKNC 

Of THIS fOIII rot ll fVIICflOIUl stHEDUI.E 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

0 FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT/OBJECTIVE Naparstek Assignments - Page 3 

NO. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

7Je90 (ll£V. IMl6) PRINTED IN U.s.A. 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Draft letter from MLM to appropriate 
commissioners asking them to chair group 
meetings. 

Make follow-up phone call to MlM i nvitation 
to potential group chairs. 

Draft letter from Mill inviting group 
co-chairs. 

Suggest and, after approval, invite the 
most appropriate resource people and 
recorders for group meetings, with HLZ . 

Develop grid indicating assignments 
and timetable for preparing 
participants in 6/14 meeting, with VFL. 

See that planning group considers 
if/when (after 6/14) to arrange a meeting 
of funders. 

See that planning group considers 
holding periodic meetings of 
Commission after 6/90 to monitor IJE . 

VFL 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS) 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

DATE 5/10/89 

DUE DATE 

5/22/89 

5/31/89 

5/22/89 

5/22/89 

5/22/89 

6/15/89 

TBD 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 



o "'"'E MIE"' INDUSTRIAL c o .. .,o ... A TION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

- - SU IWIACEJIDrT 11A11UA1. l'OUCY 110. 1.5 
Rll 6UIOllJIIES Oii llt( COIIPlmON 

OF TlllS FOIII FOi A FUIICTIOIUI. SCIIBIUll 

• D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4_ 

5_ 

-

6. 

7 . 

8. 

• 9. 

73890 (llfV. 10186) Pl!INT[l) tN U.s.A. 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Prepare proposal for implementation 
mechanism (IJE). 

Convene meeting of Mill with Twersky, 
Lipset ,, heads of 4 seminaries, SF or AH . 

Redraft option paper on personnel in 
light of implementation proposals and 
outline of final report. 

Prepare outline for a vision paper. 
(Part of IJE mission statement) 

·contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting . 

Mona Ackerman - 5/ 5 
David Arnow - 5/5 
Charles Bronfman - 5/4 
Lester Crown - 5/8 
Alfred Gottschalk - 4/7 
David Hirschhorn - 5/3 
Seymour Martin Lipset - 4/5 
Florence Melton - 5/8 
Isadore Twersky - 5/4 
Sara Lee - 4/2 
Robert Loup - to be done by phone 

Prepare background papers for 6/14 meeting. 

Draft discussion guide for use at group 
meetings, with AH, to be mailed no later 
than June 1. 

Draft letter to go to commissioners by 
5/26 reflecting outcome of interviews. 
with AH . 

Draft letter on content and agenda of 
6/14 meeting to be mailed by 6/2, with AH. 

Fox Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 

TP 

SP 

SP 

SP 

. 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

(INITIALS) 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

DATE 5/10/89 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

DUE DATE 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

2/9/89 TBD 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

3/ 30/89 5/5/89 

4/7/89 5/ 22/ 8~ 

5/7/89 6/ 1/89 

5/7/89 5/19/81:l 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 

5/7/89 5/23/~9 



-
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-

o .... EMIE .. INOUST .. IAL co-.,=,o-.ATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

- - SU IIMAGEIIOO 11M11A1. POUC'f NO, l.S 
FOR QIIOELIIID OIi TllE COllft11lOII 

Of TlllS A>ltll RMI l lUIICTIOIW. SCIIEDUl( 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 
D RAW MATERIAL 
D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE Hochstein Assignments 

7l8SO (REV. I~ PIIINlCO IN U.SA. 

ORIGINATOR VFL DATE 5/10/89 

ASSIGNED DATE COMPLETED 
NO. DESCRIPTION PRIORITY TO ASSIGNED OUEOATE OR REMOVED 

(INITIALS) STARTED DATE 

1. Contact assigned commissioners individually AH 3/30/89 5/5/89 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Morton Mandel 
Esther Leah Ritz - 4/5 
Norman Lamm - 4/5 
Ismar Schorsch - 4/5 



-

• 

-

0 1:>1=,EMMEA INOUSTRIAL CORO>ORATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

- la IWUGOIOO IIANUM. l'OUCI' NO. l.S 
FO• SUIOOJNES OIi THE COlll'UTION 

or nus flllll FOt & l1/IICllOIW. SCHCDUl£ 

0 AGTIVE PROJECTS 
0 RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

0 FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

73990 (Rl\'. 10/86) Pl!IHTED .. USA. 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Redraft option paper on community in 
light of implementatio·n proposals and 
outline of final report. 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

John Colman - 5/3 
Maurice Corson - after 5/8 
Eli Evans - 5/11 
Robert Hiller 

Develop a plan for follow up to federation
related meetings at which Commission 
presentations occur . 

Work with G. Schwartz to ensure that 
Commission reports are on agendas of 
groups he convenes or reports to. 

Draft statement on relationship of 
Commission to CJF, with CS for review 
by planning group. 

Invite Esther Leah Ritz to make pr esentatior 
on community and arrange to brief her. 

Work with J. Fox on revisions of paper on 
local initiatives and decide whether or 
not to distribute to commissioners. 

Draft list of communities to be targeted 
in PR approach . 

Zucker Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 

SP 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

(INITIALS) 

HLZ 

RLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

DATE 5/10/89 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

OUEOATE 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

3/30/89 5/25/8< 

4/3/89 6/1/89 

5/7/89 ongoing 

5/7 /89 6/13/8' 

5/7 /89 5/15/8' 

5/7/89 5/19/85 

5/2/89 6/1/89 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVEO 

DATE 
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• 
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0 ""'EMIER INOUST.,IAL CO.,PO.,ATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

Sff IIAIIACEllOO IIAIIUAL NlUC\' NO. &.S 
roa~~ll.lftDONfflECOIIMION 

Of !HIS fOIII FOi A fl/NCllOIIAL SCIIEDllli 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 . 

73890 (11('1, 10186) PIIINT£D IN U.S.A. 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Draft a thought piece on alternative 
scenarios for final report to be 
reviewed by internal staff and distributed 
to senior policy advisors. 

Contact ass i gned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Irwin Field - 5/1 
Mark Lainer - 5/1 
Arthur Green - 4/24 
Jack Bieler - 4/25 
Josh Elkin 
Carol Ingall - 4/25 
Harold Schulweis - 5/1 
Isaiah Zeldin - 5/1 

Outline approach to commissioning papers, 
including proposing editorial boards and 
potential authors, on the following topics: 

State of the Field 
Organizational or Institutional Analysis 
of the Field 

Jewish Continuity and Jewish Education 
Best Practices 
Enhancing Option Papers on Personnel and 

Community 

Send critique of J. Fox paper on local 
initiatives to HLZ. 

Draft outline for MLM meetings with 
Schorsch, Lamm and Gottschalk; review 
with SF and AJN. 

Reimer Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS) 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

DATE 5/10/89 

DUE DATE 
COMPLETED 

OR REMOVED 
DATE 

JR 3/30/89 TBD 

JR 3/30/89 5/5/89 

JR 4/7/89 5/12/8< 

JR 5/7/89 5/15/8C 

JR 5/7/89 5/26/8C 



0 P"'EMtER INDUSTRIAL. CORPORATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 
0 ACTIVE PROJECTS - D RAW MATERIAL 
0 FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE 

73890 (REV. 10186) PRINTED IN U.s.A. 

NO. DESCRIPTION 

1. Contact assigned commissioner 
prior to June 14 meeting: 

Daniel Shapiro - 4/27/89 

• 

• 

UE MAIIAG£ll(lfl MAltUAl ,oucy KO. U 
FOR GUIDllJHES OIi THI: COlll'I.EllOII 

Of THIS fOltlt Fa. A fUIICIIOICM. SC!tEDUl.f 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Educat ion in NA 

SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE Rotman Assignments 

ORIGINATOR VFL DATE 5/10/89 
ASSIGNED DATE COMPLETED 

PRIORITY TO ASSIGNED DUEOATE OR REMOVED 
(INITIALS) STARTED DATE 

individually AR 3/30/89 5/5/89 



• 

• 

• 

0 PAE M•EA INOUSTAIA L COAPORATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

·l£E -IWIAGEIIOO IWIUAI. fOUCY NO. 1.S 
FOi l:IJIDBJIIES ON TH£ C0111'1.£110H 

Of THIS FOUi RMI A fUIICTlOIIAI. SCIIEDUl£ 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

.1. 

4. 

7J890 ~ . 10/86, PRll<TED IN U.$.A. 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

David Dubin - 4/25 
Irving Gr eenberg - 4/28 
Lester Pollack - scheduled for 5/25 
Harriet Rosenthal - 5/4 

Prepare list of critical groups and 
players within denominations and 
send to AJN. 

Woocher Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS) 

JW 

JW 

DATE 5/10/89 
DATE 

ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

3/30/89 

DUE IOATE 

5/5/89 

3/30/89 5/12/89 

' 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 



• 

• 

• 

0 PREMIER INOUSTRIAL CORPO RATION 

D ASSIGNMENTS 

SEE. IWIMIDl£IIT IIMIIUAl. l'IJUC'f NO. 1.5 
Rll GIJIDEIJIIES OIi Tit£ COlll'UTIOII 

Of TINS FOIII FOi A fUIICTIOIW. SQIIllUU 

D ACTIVE PROJECTS 
D RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

CJ FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

73890 (RlV. l~I Pl!INTED IN lJ..S.A 

ORIGINATOR 

OESCRIPTION 

Confirm June meetings with Planning Group 
and Senior Policy Advisors. 

Add section on PR to Steering Committee 
factbook. 

Distribute draft of General Brochure on 
Commission to Steering Committee members 
and get comments. 

pevelop list of commissioners not 
planning to attend 6/14 meeting and 
work with "counselors" to devel op plan 
to encourage attendance . 

Follow procedure f or scheduling Commission 
meetings for 2/14/90 and 6/13/90 . 

Levi Assignments 

VFL DATE 5/10/89 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS} 

VFL 

VFL 

VFL 

VFL 

VFL 

OATE 
ASSIGNEO 
STARTEO 

5/2/89 

5/2/89 

5/2/89 

5/7/89 

5/7/89 

OUEOATE 

5/15/8< 

5/31/8< 

S/12/8C 

5/22/8< 

6/9/89 

COMPLETEO 
OR REMOVED 

OATE 



D ASSIGNMENTS 

IU _._ .._ l'OUl;t-a_ u 

- Cll4)QIIIO .. 11C --

• - -• - • """Ct- to,u••t 

. D ACTIVE PROJECTS FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

. ~ RAW MATERIAL 
D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SU0J€CT /O0JE:CTIV( MU1 Ass ignrnents 

NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

' e· \, 

5. 

6. 

7. 

-

-------- - --· - - - ---- -r..-.of!ltC• ,a..t.1 ,.. .. cco .. u1.4 
ORIGINATOR 

O(SCAll'flON 

Meet with Lamm, Schorsch, and Gottschalk 
to develop a mechanism to involve the 
denominations, along with AR or J\J. 

Arrange for Premier's PR representative to 
work with Paula ~erman Cohen in estab-
lishing contacts wi th the New York Times 
and the ~all Street Journal. 

Consider calling Herschel Blumberg and Pau 
Berger to interest Moment in the Commissio 

Contact assigned commissioners individual! 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Max Fisher 
Joseph Gruss 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 

Meet with ~ichael Albanese and AJN to 
discuss developing monthly trend report 
and to discuss Commission budget . 

a # 

VFL 

rfflOflllY 
ASStCNro 

10 
(INIIIAlS) 

MI11 

MU1 

01\T( 4/21/89 

OAI( 
ASSICN(O 
SIAAl(O 

3/30/89 

3/ 30/89 

3/30/89 

3/30/89 

4/4/89 

OU( OAT( 

6/1/89 

TBb 
~'1/09 

TBb 
u/1,,0,si 

5/5/89 

~ /1/89 

COM"-CICO 
~ A(MOV(O 

OAI( 

Roor 
'f/i.~ 
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NO. 

1. 

2. 

(_ -
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

•• 

7).fNC)f'l(V lo...&,t,...,,1(0 .. 'V'l• 

ORIGINATOR 

O(SCRIPTION 

Draft position description for head 
of implementation mechanism. 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Mandell Be~an _J...,.,~ ~lzi 
Stuart Eizenstat -
Matthew Maryl es - S / 3 
Peggy Tisbman - ( /~ 
Bennett Yanowitz -
Alvin Schiff ~ S (J 
Haskell Lookstein - S /" 
Ronald Appelby .. $ /1 
Henry Kos chi tzky - 'l" dk 5 f 
Lionel Schipper . 5 /, 
Donald Mintz - ~ .< ~ 1:> C. 

Meet with HLZ and VFL to discuss 
follow up of April 9 dinner meeting. 

Recommend to MlM schedule of regional 
meetings to follow June Commission 
meeting. 

Work with PBC and HLZ on process of 
interviewing counselors, and put together 
a proposal on communication strategy for 
MlM approval. This includes determining 
milestone events, developing communication 
pieces, and developing and prioritizing a 
work plan. 

Follow up with Henry Hecker at JWB and 
Frank Strauss at CJF regarding follow up t< 
meetings of April 9 and 10. 

VFL 

PfllORIIY 

TP 

Prepare a memo to propose background mater als 
and timetable for final report, with HLZ. 

ASSICN(O 
TO 

(INITIAlS) 

AJN 

AJN 

A.JN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

AJN 

OAT£ 4/21/89 

OAI( 
ASSICNCO 
STARfCO 

2/9/89 

3/30/89 

OU( OAI( 

TBD 

5/5/89 

COMl'\.(f(O 
OR R(MOVCO 

OAT( 

~ .,.. ...... ,._ , ........... r - . 

4/4/89 4/18/89 · DoV"I& 

4/4/89 TBD 

4/4/89 5/1/89 fro~sd.f 
clrtt f f..J 

4/4/89 4/21/89 '" ffOUf.) 

4/4/89 5/1/89 j,.. proas~ 
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FUNCTION Commission on Jewish Education in NA 

D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

73890 <'l(V. 10/86) .,.IHTCO 1H U.S.A. 

ORIGINATOR 

NO. DESCRIPTION 

1. Prepare proposal for implementation 
mechanism (IJE) . 

. 2. Convene meeting of MLM with Twersky, 
Lipset, heads of 4 seminaries, SF or AH. 

3. Redraft option paper on personnel in 
light of implementation proposals and 
outline of final report. 

4. Prepare outline for a vision paper. 
(Part of IJE mission statement) 

5. Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Mona Ackerman - 5/~ 
David Arnow - ~,~ 
Charles Bronfman - s-/4 
Lester Crown - s-Ir 
Charles Ratner - ecu,, ·+ sd,f!J~/,e_ 
Alfred Gottschalk - don~ 
Robert Hiller - c.o~ •t sc:J1dCA-l-e. 
David Hirschhorn - ~/~ 
Seymour Martin Lipset - dov.e 
Isadore Twersky - ,; /1,4 
Sar~ Lee - do .-ie 
t µ.,µf _ ~ I, ~ 

6. Develop a draft talk sheet to include list 
of items to discuss, not to discuss, and 
potential risks. 

7. Develop an interview design with AJN 
and JR. 

8. Prepare background papers for 6/14 meeting. 

/ 
-

Fox Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 

TP 

SP 

SP 

SP 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

(INITIALS) 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

SF 

DATE 
~SIGNED 
STARTED 

2/9/89 

2/9/89 

2/9/89 

2/9/89 

3/30/89 

3/29/89 

4/4/89 

4/7/89 

DATE 4/21/89 

DUE DATE 

5/22/89 

TBD 

5/22/89 

5/22/89 

5/5/89 

4/14/89 

4/20/89 

5/22/8< 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 

}Do~e 
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NO. 

1. 

(_ -

• 

1.....,flll('W IOl'Ml ..... f(O .. U1.4 

ORIGINATOR 

OCSCAlrTION 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

Ludwig Jesselson - ,,.,rJ~ •f •c.J,eJ\.£.l e.. 
Morton Mandel 
Fl orence Melton - .SF j 4£1-

Esther Leah Ritz - do fl\ ~ 

Norman Lamm - Jo~ < 
Ismar Schorsch -Jor,C. 

---- -- -
VFL 

-
ASSICN(O 

f'NIOAIIY 10 
(INIIIALS) 

AH 

I 

OAT( 4/21/89 

OAI( COMl'lCfCO 
ASSICNCO OU( OAI( QA A(MOV(O 
STAAl(O OATC 

3/30/89 5/5/89 

I 
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NO. 

1. 

2. 

~ 3. 

13a'JO (11('1. 101'86} "'INTCO"' U.SA 

ORIGINATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

Redraft option paper on community in 
light of implementation proposals and 
outline of final report. 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

John Colman - ~/~ 
Maurice Corson • 0 11f Q<f covrift~ 10 5 /1 
Eli Evans - ~/,, 
f{.:...et_,. 

Serve as point man in maintaining contact 
with local federations - with S. Hoffman. _ 'I __________ _ 

• 

) ,,,A ,;! ~ 
Develop a plan for follow up t {;°mee tings 
at which Commission present ations occur . 

Zucker Assignments 

VFL 

PRIORITY 

SP 

TP 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

(INITIALS) 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

HLZ 

DATE 4/21/ 89 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

OVE DATE 

2/9/89 5/22/89 

3/30/89 5/5/89 

5/2/89 ongoing 

4/3/89 6/1/89 

COMPLETED 
OR REMOVED 

DATE 

~--.__----------.. ,- ----------....._ ___ ..__ __ __. ____ ......_ ___ __,_ ___ __, 
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ORIGINATOR 

0(SCRtrTI0N 

Draft a thought piece on alternative 
scenarios for final report to be 
reviewed by internal staff and distributed 
to senior policy advisors. 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to J une 14 meeting. 

Irwin Field - 4' /, 
Mark Lainer • ~ /, 

- Rob-ert mup - c.ovlel ~of c;c.ke.lt.4 le. 
Arthur Green - If/ t '4 
Jack Bieler .. '(}z.; 
Josh Elkin · to he sc."'eJ"'lc.J 
Carol Ingall • ll/ t{ 
Harold Schulweis .. S(, 
Isaiah Zeldin .. ' /, 

Outline approach to commissioning papers, 
including proposing editorial boards and 
potential authors, on the following topics: 

• 

State of the Field 
Organizational or Institutional Analysis 
of the Field 

Jewish Continuity and Jewish Education 
Best Practices 
Enhancing Option Papers on Personnel and 

Community 

VFL 

illSSICNCO OAI( 
PRIOflllY 10 ASStCN(0 

(INIIIAlSJ STARIC0 

lJR ~/30/89 

lJR B/30/89 

JR 4/7/89 

I 

OAT( 4/21/89 

OU( OAT( 

TBD 

5/5/89 

5/7/89 

C0Ml'\.O(0 
OR R(MOV(O 

OAT( 

µ.~Js 
tlC1r1 .ficA- • 

i 101'\ 

I 
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NO. O(SCIUrllON NIIOfl'IIY ,o ASSICNCO 00( 0.t.1( Oft ft(MOV(O 

1. 

2. 

3. 

-

t.-t 
The Commission ' s partners (.<J\JB, JESNA) 
should convene groups of people who can 
contribute t9 tpe work of the Comm~ssio~ 
e,,f J .I -.. ).,H • ¥_.,; J"' U,1. 

Review IJE concept paper and submit 
comments to AJN. Consider competing 
models and submit in writing to AJN. 

Contact assigned commissioner individually 
prior to June 14 meeting: 

Daniel Shapiro - cf}i 1 jg i . R._fOf t , .,._ 

(tNHIAlSI SfA'lf(O OAIC 

lP All '.h/2/89 .:f ~ ; 

r~~~d /11J ~ U.r~u~~ ~ f ~711,f,,f 

-:::t W ~ ~ z,;t_;_/; CJ t 
AR. 3130/89 . 

AR 3, 30/89 

4/ '8/89 

SilS/89 

r; t. "" .,., eJ 
'-1/z..r 
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OAA(MOV(O 

0"1( 
NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

OCSCflU'TION 

The Commission's partn¢s (J'WB, JESNA) 
should convene ~ro~/of people who can 
contribute to ttyYwork of the Commission. 

Contact assigned commissioners individually 
prior to June 14 meeting. 

David Dubin -'1/z..> 
Irving Greenberg-1.f/i,f' t'o 

I I +' I ... +t: '. -o" Lester Pollack - S tS• S "'s o .. 
Harriet Rosenthal· S'{"/ 

Prepare list of critical groups and 
players within denominations and 
send to AJN. 

RP 

f}SI',, 

ASStGN(O 
TO 

(tNIIIAlSJ 

w 

I 

0"'( 
AS.SIGN(O 
SIAIU(O 

/2/89 

3 30/89 

3 30/89 

OU( O"IC 

BD 

/5/89 
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NO. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

(_ -

-

IM'.o~ 1()1MtN• 1f0 .,. U~" 

ORIGINATOR 

O(SCRIPTION 

Draft a short piece (pamphlet, brochure, 
etc.) describing the Commission ' s work, 
members, staff, goals to precede a 
larger outreach effort. 

Develop priority levels and means of 
contact for various informal Jewish 
educational organizations . 

Interview David Kleinman and Joel Fox to 
seek advice on communications with 
informal Jewish organizat ions. 

Develop a priority list of people within 
organizations with whom to communicate. 

VFL 

NllORIIY 
ASSICN(O 

TO 
(INIIIAlS) 

PBC 

PBC 

PBC 

PBC 

---- ------ - -----

OAI( 
ASSICNCO 
STARTCO 

OATE 4/21/89 

OUC OAT( 
COMPl(T(O 

OR R(MOVCO 
OAfC 

2/9/89 5/1/89 DrA t+.J 

4/3/89 4/28/89 Dr6t¼-~ 

4/3/89 4/28/89 Dot1 (... 

4/3/89 4/28/89 D,-t+eJ 

I 

I 
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• 

ORIGINATOR 

OCSCAtrTION 

Prepare master book on all commissioner 
contacts to bring to each meeting. 

Reserve space for tentative Commission 
meetings in October 1989 and check dates 
with group of critical participants . 

Develop a chart listing commissioners and 
their contact persons, and a second chart 
listing senior policy advisors and 
commissioners assigned to each. 

VFL 

l'RIOAIIY 

---- --------------

ASSICNCO 
10 

(INIIIAlS) 

VFL 

VFL 

VFL 

0Al( 
ASSICNCO 
ST.-.AICO 

DATE 4/21/89 

OU( OAI( 
COMl'lCTCO 

OR A(MOVCO 
OAT( 

3/30/89 4/30/89 ,.,. /""*$ 'r 

3/30/89 4/14/89 done 

4/4/89 4/14/89 Do"'.(. 
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Jewish C()!'Mlunity Federation 

of Cleveland 

FEDERATION-LED COMMUNITY Pt.ANNING FOR 
JEWISH EDUCATION, IDENTITY AND CONTINUITY 

Joel Fox 

Apri 1 25, 1989 

For the last few years local North American Jewish comnunity planning 
agendas have been shifting. They have now focused much more extensively on 
issues related to Jewish conmunal survival and continuity. While tradi
tional community planni ng for special sub-populations such as the disabled 
and aging continues, more and more comnunities have re-arranged their plan
ning priorities in order to direct resources and attention to the question 
of the character of our North American Jewish convnunity in the 21st cen
tury. 

The national planning agenda, in many ways, has provided the impetus for 
this change. Major national agencies, including the JAFI Jewish Education 
Committee (North America), JESNA, CAJE, JWB and the CJF have all focused on 
raising the visibility of Jewish education and continuity as a primary con
cern requiring extraordinary efforts. 

Another important impetus for change comes from the expanding field-based 
and academic research demonstrating a continuity crisis. Harvard's 
1.ondon/Frank work on Jewish identity formation and Jewish schooling; the 
Melton Center's work in non-North American Jewish education trouble spots; 
Lewittes' research on Mwhat worksM in Jewish education; Schiff 1s supple
mentary school study; Shrage's "From Experimentation to Institutionalized 
Change;" and Cleveland ' s 18-29 Year Old demographic study all provide 
reliable and compelling research and experiential data pointing both to 
problems and solutions in maintaining Jewish continuity. All of this is 
generating support for tremendous change -- in our funding priorities, in 
our basic educational approaches, and in the breadth of players involved in 
Jewish education. This article will explore the .implications of this knowl
edge as a guide to the Federations entering this field, and will discuss 
the roles of various community players required for success. 

CHANGING ROLES FOR FEDERATIONS 

Jonathan Woocher's concept of the "comnunalization• of Jewish education 
sets the stage for a new role for federations in broad-based community 
planning for Jewish education and continuity. It is clear from national 
efforts that community-wide collaborative efforts are absolutely necessary 
for Jewish education planning to be successful in the 1990s. Important 
trends resulting in the inclusion of new players include the focus on 
maximizing the Jewish education effectiveness of Jewish corrmunity centers; 
recent advances in academia and the strengthening of Jewish institutions of 
higher learning; and recognition of the critical role of synagogues, Given 
the broad range of institutions now involved in Jewish educational plan
ning, and the need for involvement of top community leadership, it is clear 
that only the Federation can serve effectively as the convenor, facili
tator, and coordinator for Jewish education and continuity activities. 
While the BJE's retain the role of providing central services and supports 
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to Jewish educators , and setting standards for student and teacher perfor
mance, the Federat ion must address changing norms in community life, involv
ing the highest level of leadership , and accessing extraordinary new levels 
of funding. 

Top community leadership is , of course , Federations' most valuable asset . 
These are the people who are able to focus others on an issue, and generate 
and move funding toward a parti cular priority. In Cleveland, it was Morton 
Mandel 's involvement in the Jewish Agency and JWB which moved a whole commu
ni ty to look at its very nature in order to assure Jewish continuity for 
the l ong term. Mandel's beliefs that Federation - led broad-based community 
plann i ng for Jewish continuity was "an idea whose time had come" and that 
the community was "in a war for its survival" mot i vated a deep commitment 
to change. There are many others across the country in the ranks of top 
nat ional Jewish leadership getting involved in this issue , and they are 
constantly working with their peers to get others involved . 

Access to funding is another major r eason Federations must be at the center 
of any new movement towards primacy of Jewish education and Jewish continu
ity act ivi ties . It is the Federation which wi ll be cal led upon to raise 
more money to address these issues . It is the Federati on which will have 
to manage and l ive through the difficu l t process of re-arranging existing 
community priorities to accomplish this . It is the Federation which can 
work with people who are capable of establishing special purpose funds to 
assure this activity in perpetuity. It is the Federation which can bring 
to bear endowment and ongoing operating support in order to leverage other 
money for this purpose. The new program concepts are so big , so expensive 
and so broad-based as to require nothing less than a community's "central 
address" to be the key planner and coordi nator. 

Partnering with the synagogues is another role for Federations. After all, 
about 80% of our young people who get some Jewish education get it in a 
synagogue school . These key service providers can neither do the whole job 
alone, nor should t hey be asked to give up their autonomy. Rather , we have 
star ted to see incredible strength in the joint-venture approach -- since 
everyone will win if we're successful . 

MODELS OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 

Many Federations have al ready engaged in Federation-led community planning 
for Jewish identity and continuity. Commissions , committees and task 
forces are al ready well advanced in Baltimore, Cleveland , Columbus, Dallas, 
Denver, Detroit, ~os Angeles , New Yor K, Pittsburgh, Richmond and Wash ington. 
Many others are at earlier stages of organ i zation. 

"Communalization" of the effort is the key. Placing continuity issues high 
on the community planning agenda and developing an all-encompassing plan
ning process is working. The Federations have assumed a leadership role, 
but have been equally careful to involve all key players, and especially 
the synagogues . Professional leadership teams, led by Federation planners 
and including r abbis , school directors, JCC and BJE professionals, and aca
demics are work ing together to define problems, sort out their own priori-
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ties, and then develop options which can be considered oy lay leadership . 
Most of the communities also report that while lay involvement on the 
commissions is formally representative of the various institutions~ the 
issues run so deep that after a while people drop their institutional 
biases. The planning effort gels into a unified approach which itself is 
of tremendous value in ensuring the appropriate use of financial resources 
and broad community commitment to program recommendations . 

There are at least three different community organization approaches which 
have been taken by the communities which are further along in the process . 
However, in each case the overall plans are preceded by experimentation 
with individual program ideas and concepts. Detroit's preliminary success 
with the "Jewish Education for Families" program; Baltimore's success with 
the synagogue-based teacher training program; Cleveland and Los Angeles' 
successes with direct funding of informal Jewish educational experiences in 
congregations; Denver's experimental outreach programs; and a host of other 
individual successes have also worked to set the stage and make people 
believe that it i s possible to have an impact on Jewish conti nuity, and 
that change is really possible. 

Briefly, the three community organization models look like this: 

Tr aditional Planning --

Cleveland and Baltimo~e convened every concei~able player to go through the 
exercise of defining problems; sorting out priorities; developing and consi
dering action options; developing full program, implementation, funding and 
evaluation plans; and then publishing blueprints for broad-based comnunity 
action . Th,s process is closely linked to the traditional planning acti 
vity in these and many other communities . However, in both these cases, 
the intensity of effort, commitment, and excitement was higher tnan usual. 
The broad-based partnership with the synagogues appears to be one of the 
most important keys to these successes. 

"Request for Proposals" --

Detroit's process was initiQlly similar to the Cleveland and Baltimore 
experience. However, after establishing prioritie~, Detroit puolished an 
inventory of issues it wanted addressed through innovative program propo
sals. This "request for proposals" approach caused agencies, synagogues 
and individuals to beg i n to think and plan together around the newly esta
blished community directives. 

Seed Money Approach --

Columbus put its resources out front as an incentive for cooperative plan
ning and creative thinking in dealing with identified community problems . 
The Federation's Board of Trustees set aside $250,000 of campaign m~ney and 
then initiated a Federation-led process to decide how best to spend it. 

Although the three approaches have differences in dynamics, in how quickly 
Federation can "go public" with new priorities, and in the extent of flexi
bility in planning, the overall results in these and the other communities 
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are remarkaoly consistent. In each case, problem statements and proposed 
programs revolve around professional personnel, the importance of informal 
identity-building experiences, and the importance of involving parents in 
the Jewish identity formation of their children. As time goes on, more and 
more material will be developed in each of these three areas which will 
help each local cormiunity form its own approach . Conventional wisdom at 
the national level now has it that intensive efforts in these three areas 
will take us a very long way toward ensuring the long-term continuity and 
viability of North American Jewry. 

PERSONNEL 

North American Jewry has a massive disaster on its hands , stemming from the 
loss of a Jewish teaching profession. Although this is surprising in the 
historical context of Jewish values and priorities, it is at least somewhat 
understandable given a contemporary North American context, with the wide 
variety of other struggles faced by the last three generations here. Creat
ing a profession of Jewish teaching is now an urgent necessity, since so 
many of our other social and economic proolems have been addressed and 
since we now face generations of easy assimilation. 

We need to clarify why a person should remain Jewish in North America, in a 
way that accommodates the various branches and streams of Jewish identity. 
We then need to have people in the classrooms who can interpret that, and 
do it from a personal perspective based on more than thei r own childhood 
Jewish education. We then must assure that such people can make a living 
doing this, and maintain a professional field that will attract others to 
spend their lives this way. Finally we need ladders of advancement which 
can challenge and interest excellent professionals so they will commit a 
full career to Jewish education and continuity-serving activities. 

Given the fact that so much of our formal education happens in supplemen
tary schools, a substantial portion of our teacher corps will always be 
avocational. While we can reduce this with community teaching positions 
and creative use of professionals engaged in other positions in the Jewish 
community , most communities have come to the conclusion that they must 
concentrate heavily on part-time teachers, who must ·gain enough skills and 
personal knowledge to do a good job in the classroom. Baltimore enhanced 
this thinking by creating incentives for schools to engage a majority of 
their teachers in such training. Cleveland has developed a "personal 
growth plan" which will tailor-make teacher training programs, recognizing 
individual differences in Jewish content knowledge and pedagogic skills. 
Cleveland is also preparing to launch a new master's - level training program 
for career-oriented Jewish educators , who will be used in their initial 
years of professional service to address a variety of other communal and 
congregational goals. Many communities are now providing regular 
opportunities for teachers to study in Israel, participate in professional 
development activities like CAJE, and so on. Many communities are also 
struggling to close the gap between day school teacher salaries and those 
provided by the finest private schools in their communities . These and 
other approaches will need to be more fully developed in order to build the 
Jewish teaching profession. 
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We now have a significant body of knowledge proving our long-held theory 
that info,,-mal experiences with Jewish life have a critical role in building 
life long Jewish identity. They often represent the key element which moti 
vated our Jewish professionals in social work , teaching, and the rabbinate. 
Cl eveland's 18-29 year old demographic study found many people who attribu 
ted their Jewish identity to a summer" camp experience, an Israel trip, or 
youth group participation . Often these programs built on one another. 
Perry London and Naava Frank ' s work on Jewish identity at Harvard and 
Annette Hochstein's research on the Israel experience also support this 
theory. 

The Brandeis -Bardin Institute is the best ~nown institutional approach to 
informal experiences with Jewish life. Although it has not been replicated 
on a consistent basis, many communities have had successful , if periodic, 
r etreat and Shabbaton programming . Most successful youth groups, espe
cial ly in the Reform and Conservative movements, revolve al"ound retreat 
weekends . And, of course, the impact of the ls,,.ael experience is now well 
documented. 

Even though ~nformal experiences are a primary motivator for many Jews , 
this issue cannot stand on its own for planning pu,,-poses . Fil"st, the 
personnel pl"oblems al"e even more intense here than in the classroom. Very 
few people working in these areas combine a strong Jewish knowledge with 
group work ability. Second, in order" for the informal experience to have a 
real cognitive impact on a Jew's understanding, it must be related to and 
suppor tive of the formal class,,-oom concepts. Finally, it must be possiole 
to relate the experience to everyday l ife. Thel"efore community planning 
issues in this area, in personnel and formal classroom training, and in 
family education must be mutually supportive. This provides another strong 
rationale for comprehensive Federation-led planning in Jewish education, 
identity, and continuity. 

The need fo,,- a comprehensive approach, integrating BJE, JCC and school 
pe,,.sonnel , represents an opportunity to give people· who care about these 
issues a chance to talk to and learn from each other . Prog,,.am models like 
Columbus ' Discovery Program, integrating prepa,,.ation for an Israel t,,-ip 
into school curricula; Cleveland's Conmunity Youth Resource Office; Israel 
incentive savings plans; JCC family retreats and others provide great food 
for thought in the Federation planning arena. 

The best thinking about integrating formal and informal experiences has 
been done at the New York BJE, and is documented in Alvin Schiff's 
Supplementary School Study(l98 ) . Although it seemed radical a few years 
ago , a number of planners and educators are now considering shifting 
supplementary school hours from the mid-week program to more experiential 
weekend ret,,.eats . That these major shifts can even be contemplated 
represents a significant belief in the power of providing a Jewish life 
experience to kids whose families may otherwise not provide it, and whose 
formal Jewish education is otherwise not linked to thei,,. daily lives . 

5 
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It has long been recognized in general education that schools cannot 
educate children in a vacuum. If issues studied in the classroom or 
experienced in informal settings are not supported at home, much of the 
educational process is for naught. This concept was considered in Jewish 
education years ago by Harold Himmelfarb and others . More recent Jewish 
identity- formation work, including the Harvard Study done by London and 
Frank, corroborates this. However, the point now being made most strongly 
in the Jewish education studies is that family education must not be viewed 
as separate and apart from the classroom experience . Rather, we are moving 
toward a time when family involvement and informal experiences are an inte
gral part of the educational program -- not a supplement, not an adjunct. 

The program model which helps make this point is Detroit's Jewish Education 
for Families, "JEFF". Although Detroit's Fresh Air Society (the camping 
agency) provides and supervises program content, no school may take advan
tage of the program unless they have an internal committee structure to 
support it . Involved educators and parents at each school make decisions 
about the goals and oojectives of their program, and ensure that it is 
connected to formal classroom activities. This "community organization" 
concept within each school is yielding great successes among Detroit's 
Jewish schools. 

Joseph Riemer at Brandeis has also done significant work on linking Jewish 
education to life cycle events as a natural hook for involving families. 
Certainly families have an investment in brit milah and naming ceremonies, 
consecration, bar/bat mitzvah, and confirmation . These represent powerful 
times for involving families in a broader way in the Jewish education of 
their children . 

Cleveland is considering a model built on the social work case management 
approach . Families could be approached around the life cycle events, to 
consider and develop a whole program involving their own commitment to 
learning, Israel experienees , various Jewish schooling options for 
children, and other kinds of involvement. fach school would need the 
ability to sit down with each set of parents and their children to discuss 
a comprehensive family approach to Jewish activity - - helped along with 
resources provided by the Federation. 

CONCLUSION 

The most important early success in Federation-led planning for Jewish 
education has been to raise the ante. That is, involving the community's 
very top tier of leadership in this issue, and rearranging its financial 
resources somewhat in order to address Jewish continuity more properly, has 
helped improve the product and make it more comprehensive, and more success
ful . The Federations can best succeed by helping each provider - - includ
ing federation agencies, other community schools, and congregations -- do 
its job in the best possible way. 

I, 
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Those communities which are furthest along in their thinking and planning 
are now dealing with very complex funding, control and governance issues . 
They must sort out the extent to which community resources can be expended 
in schools and settings over which the federations have no financial 
control . For the most part, the top leadership involved in these efforts 
have come to see that the federations' and synagogues' futures are so 
inextricably bound that we have no choice but to share control and influ
ence if all of us are to be successful in ensuring Jewish continuity. 

Another broad challenge will be the need for proof, in the next decade or 
so, that all of these activities are making a difference. Of course we 
can't know immediately whether the work will create a more committed 
next- generation of Jews. However, the proposed cooperative work of JESNA 
and Brandeis University to professionalize evaluation research in Jewish 
education should be an important support for local efforts. 

We will also have to measure our wi 11 to re-establish priorities in order 
to address these issues. Important and difficu lt discussions will be held 
in all the communities about funding Jewish education at the expense of 
social services, and about the involvement of overseas dollars . There will 
likely be hard fought battles on all sides -- which are already going on in 
some communities. 

National initiatives such as the JESNA 2000 conferences, the Co~nission on 
Jewish Education in North America, the CJF Committee on Jewish Continuity 
and Identity, the Wexner Foundation grants program, JWB Century II and a 
variety of national synagogue programs will all keep the heat on as the 
local communities make their independent determinations about planning 
needs and roles. 

We are fortunate that a number of positive influences converge at this time 
which help the Federati ons to proceed. The general American return to 
traditional values and religious life helps. The fact that we have less 
worry about our physical and social needs in this generation helps . Our 
massive national resources both from the campaigns and in the foundations 
will help. Our emerging national cadre of new Jewish education 
professionals will help. Our mature community planniAg approaches and 
relationships with the synagogues help. And of course the extensive 
research and writing related to "what works" in Jewish education helps 
tremendously, although much more needs to be done. 

As the Federation-led comprehensive approaches to Jewish education planning 
continue , we will all need to continue to learn from each other and share 
successes . The door is wide open, and with hard work and determination we 
should be ready to take advantage of many opportunities. 

Jf:lr:62:4 
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We are now attempting to review the tasks required in order to: 

I . Prepare the third and fourth meetings of the commission 

P.2/12 

II. Effectively launch the ii as soon as possible (maybe as soon 
as October 1989). 

III. Complete the work of the Commission by Spring 1989, 

The task& are of three kinds: 

A. Coni:ant: 

B. 

1. What knowledge do we need to make available in order 
for the Commission to take informed decisions 

2. What do we need to know in order for the successor 
mechanism to recQive a defined and feasible mission 
from the Commission (e . g . the nat~re and content of~ 
demonstration site) . 

The successor mechanism (ii) 

1 . what will its structure be 
2. what will it do 
3 • how will it do it 
4. who will do it 

(see the ii paper of March 29 and th~ latest organizational 
- design chart (attached)). 

111r, v .a 'RQ R : 1 1 
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c. Process: 

1. 
2. 

what must take place 
who must be involved 

,. 
972 c 699951 P.31'12 

(this includes the role of commissioners, meetings, pr, search 
for an ii director, research, networking, etc •.. ) 

• " * * * 

We have done some work on each of these matters - as can be seen 
below. In these pages we'd like to share with you our "work- in
progress". Let us begin with the third meeting of the 
Commission. 

2 
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nlaoussion of el•ments. 

- ••••• I. The third Commi•sion K•etinq - June 14 •••••• 

-

a. Desired outaomesi 

1. Receive a qo-ahead for steps toward!! impl•mentation: 

2. Enqage commissioners in active participation in the 
aeating 

3. Involve commissioners in ney:t steps. 

* • * * • 

1. Reoaive a go-ahead for step• towards implementation: 

**** design and prepare the ii by the rourth meeting of the 
commission 

This should include an understanding of: 

- demonstration sites 
- the content ot demonstration sites and how this would 

be based on best practice and vision. 

**** Suggest immediate tirst steps for implementation - e.g. 
- prepare the training infrastructure (strengthen training 

programs 
- seek out programs ot excellence. 
- begin recruitment campaign for training 
- etc .•. 

2. Engage commissioners in activ• participation in the 
meeting 

3. Involve commissioner• in next stapa. These could include: 

- small group meetings 
- taskforces on selected topics 
- etc. 

b. Issues ror the third meeting of the Commission: 

- The challenge of thi& meetir.g resides as much in 
engaging comrnissione.rs as in obtaining an endorsement or 
recommendations. 

It is tair to assume that the Commissioners have retained at 
this tima the impressions they had when leaving the second 
meeting of the commission: that the staff work is of high 
quality but quite theoretical and abstract. That it is 
perhaps remote at this time trom the realities ot 
implementation. Though the commissionErs trust the chairnan 

3 
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and the staff to do a good job, they are 
uninvolved and distant trom our thinking. 

by and large 

some may have moved with the staff to a somewhat more 
involved stance through their individual interviews etc •. 
However many have no idea that the work is moving towards 
practical recommendations. 

If this assessment is correct, then the goals tor the 
meeting should include - besides the abovs out:comes - to 
brinq tba oommi••ioners actively into the process. This 
could be done by inspiring them with content (vision+ best 
practice): by dealing with their skepticism about 
implementation through raising the next iesue - namely that 
of a mechanism for implementation, by bringing them to take 
active roles and participate actively in the design or 
recommendations and solutions. 

How are we to do this? 

Present 
demonstration 

the vision + best practice 
center illustrated?). 

(by way ot a 

Ask them to respond to the kind of problems and 
challenges set out in the draft letter s8nt to Cleveland on 
April 18 (Attached) . This includes the not ion of a 
mechanism for implementation 

c. A possible scenario for the meeting 

1. Chairman's report - summary of Commissioners' input, work 
progress, etc. 

2. 45 minutes presentation: 

a . What Jewish Education could look like and could be 
in a hypothetical, successful demonstration sita . 

The presentation might involve audio and/ or 
visual materials. 

b. What was done and needs to be done towards 
implementation. (To share with the commissioners our 
awareness or the various pieces that still need to 
be dealt with - e.g. mechanism, funding, networking. ) 

This point might be handled at this time or later in the 
meeting. 

4 
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3. Plenary Discussion 
or 

..... ······, ________ ,. __ __ ..... _ .. __ _ 

972 2 699951 

/;L 

4. Small groups discussion - with 
discussion outline (identical for 
topics?) • Discussion leader + 
briefed. 

a defined agenda and 
all groups or different 
reporter appointed and 

5. R$ports of discussion groups . 

6. Plenary discussion and decisions. 

d . Preparations and Logistics 

check commissioner attendance 
check if every commissioner was briefed 
set up rooms in accordance with program 
technology as needed 
assign the program tasks to the various actors 

e. Preparation of materials 

Graphic illustration that show all the items . 
what's been done 
what's being done and discussed tod~y 
what still needs doing 
e.g. content 

mechanism 
funding 

f. Commissioners 

* Vested Interest Groups (should be considered in terms of 
their participation in the meeting) 

- Foundations 1 . 1, . • 
Ins ti tut ions I"' Llu. ..(/4(A,,~ 
Organizations / 'i-cli'i.-c .. ~ I 

- Rabbis 
- Educators 
- Federation Professionals 
- Other Commissioners 

[Assignm~nts !ollowing the ~eeting: 

Small-group meeting 

Taskforces 

Search for director of ii J 

* * * * * • 

5 
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II. Effeotively launch tha ii as soon as possible (maybe as soon 
•• October 1989). 

( t o be elaborated) 

III. Compl•te the work ot the commis•ion by Sprinq 1989 

[to be elaborated) 

6 
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Soma z asuea Related to th• Above I c../ 

What must we decide about personnel and 
about the community in order to guide the policies 
of the ii as it is being launched. 

2, How will these enabling options relate to 
programmatic areas? 

3. What will the demonstration unit be? A community, 
a network of 1nstitution3, a few programmatic 
areas, seeking out and expanding and/or 
replicating programs of excellence, etc. 

4. If one of the main missions or the ii 
demonstration site&, what must we know 
decide about aemonstration sites before 
starts its work? 

is 
and/or 
the ii 

5. What is the strategy for accross the board change, 
if we begin with demonstration sites. 

6. What must be agreed up<:m about the ii (mission; 
structure1 mode of operation) in order to ensure 
effective implementation? 

7. The personnel for the ii 

8. How should the ii or possibly another 
mechanism - deal with the "programmatic umbrella" 
!unction? 

9. How are we to relate to MLM's memo of 4/13 
and his views en the mission and the tasks of the 
ii - as well as to his : views on the future 
organization and institutions of Jewish Education 
in North America. 

10. Feasibility: involv~s issues such as the time 
needed to maintain funding momentum and cl im~te 
momentum on the one hand versus ~~e time needed to 
plan and launch one or more demonstration sites. 

7 
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The ii -- Organizational Design 

Function 

Funding 
Facilitation 

t·uactlon 

Diffusion 
of 

Innovation 

Function 

Monitoring 
Evaluation & 

Feedback 

BOARD 

CORES~fAFF 

PROFESSIONAL 
ADVISORY TEAM 

.. 
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Appendix 1 

Functioa 

Research 
Data CollccUon 

Planning 
Polley Analysis 

Function 

Community 
Interface 
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Dear commissioner, 

Since our last meeting ot the Commission on Jewish 
Education in North America on December 13, our staff has 
been h~rd ~t work. Through conversations and 
correspondence with you the Commissioners, and in 
consultations with experts in the field and with the 
senior policy advisors, the staff has been developing 
the ideas and suggestions that emerged frQm that 
meeting. I would like to share with you my understanding 
ot how our work is evolving. 

At our last moating we considered the list of 27 options 
which reflected the interests and concerns ot the 
Com.misaionoro -- &ny one of which could have 1e.ved as 
the basis for the Commission's agenda. We recognized 
that the options could be usefully divided into two 
large categories: enabling options and programmatic 
options. We decided to focus our initial efforts on two 
of the enabling options: 1) the shortage of qualified 
personnel for Jewish education, and 2) the community - 
its structure, leadership and funding as keys to across
the-board improvements in Jewish education. At the same 
time, commissioners urged that we not overlook the 
various important progra~matic areas guch as early 
childhood, day schools, supplementary schools, college 
age, informal education, the Israel Experience, etc. 

As tha staff began its work, it became olaar that the 
personnel and community options would have to be dealt 
with in as comprehef\sive a manner as possible. In the 
area...,. ot personnel, a comprehensive strategy wo~ld 
involve recruitmeht, training, retention and protession
building. For the community, it would involve 
recruiting outstanding leadership, changing the climate 
and generating significant additional funding. While the 
importance of these two areas to the improvement of 
Jewish education has long been recognized, previous 
atte.mpts to address them have not been comprehensive 
enough to be ettective. There have been eftorts, tor 
example, to improve teacher's salaries and recruitment 
programs, but we did not tind a single approach that 
daalt simultaneously with all of the Qlements. 
Furthennore, the inter-relation of these two areas 
became increasingly obvious: qualified and dedicated 
personnel would probably affect the attitude of 
community leaders, but such personnel is only likely to 
be attracted to the tield it the climate of the 
community is improved. 

P.10/12 
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We realized that undertaking the enabling options will 
require us to enter the progrA11Ullatic areas, as personnel 
will have to be recruited and trained for particular 
assignments such as early childhood education, 
supplementAry schools and community centers , and 
community climate can only be changed through concrete 
programs. 

The staff discovered that although the commission's goal 
is to att'ect change across-the-board it would be 
overwhelming to attempt change on a national level due 
to the vastness and complexity ot the Jewish educational 
universe. Education takes place on a l0c4l level and it 
would be diftioult to begin anywhere but there. Experts 
reminded us that there ara many advantages to building 
programs trom the bottom up, where the local · couunity 
plays a _mAjor role in initiating an idea and is a full 
partnar in its implementation. In addition to 
establishing owner&hip, looa.i initicslives hnvo the 
following advantages: 

l. An undertaking of a l imited scope is more 
manageable and can be done more comprehensively than a 
national project. The community can provide the energy 
and human resources needed for it. 

2. The tangible and v i sible r esult s of a local 
undertaking would hopeful l y gener ate interest among 
other communities t o emulate t he approach, and would 
likely lead to a national debate on the i mportant issues 
of Jewish education. 

3. A local project , handled i n a hands-on manner, would 
parm!t constant f ine- t uning and impr ovamant. 

4 ·~ By implemanting &everal ideas a.nd programs in one 
site, they can have a tar more aignif icant impaot than 
when they are isolated. Wa have seen repeatedly that 
there are many good ideas b~ing implemented across th• 
country, but their effect has not achieved maximum 
potential . It they were brought together, their impact 
would be compounded. It would also be telt more 
quickly. 

5. I n each local situation, ideas that are guided by a 
vision of excellence in Jewish education can be 
experimented with. 

At the same time, however, we have come to respect the 
contribution that can be made thrQugh the broad and 
sustained efforts ot experts working from the top down. 
Throughout our process, the staff has emphasized that 
working on the l ocal &cene will require the leadership 
and assistance of the national organizations and 
training i nstitutions. Any attempt t o demonstrate 

P. 11/ 12 
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impact on a local level will not reach its full 
potential unless supported by the expertise found in the e natipnal organizations and institutions. What we are 
searching for is a way to combine two approaches which 
are often treated separately, so~etimes even as mutually 
exclusive. our challenge is to work simultaneously on 
the local level from the bottom up and to tind a way for 
the national organizations to make their contribution to 
to local experiments through an approach sometimes 
referred to as from the top down. 

• 

As we consider these multiple and complex issues, many 
questions emerge. How do we begin to plan the local 
initiatives that will eventually lead to widespread 
change? Who will be the broker between the national 
resources and ;ha individuals in the communities where . 
projects are undertaken? How can we bring the best 
practice of Jewish education in the world to bear on a 
specific progra1D? Who will be responaible tor the 
effective implementation ot looal projects? How will we 
ensure that standards and ~oal$ are maintained? Who will 
see to it that successful endeavors are brought to the 
attention ot other oommunitiej; and that the ideas are 
appropriately diffused? What kind ot m'?chanism is 
needed to orchestrate this complicated enterprise? 

These are exciting but difficult challenges. We need 
the greatest wisdom available in order to begin to 
answer these many questions. Your input and reaction to 
these ideAs is cruoial to us as we plan the next step3 
ot the Commission' s work. At the suggestion of a number 
ot Commissioners, we propose to tal low the individual 
interview format which wa have used in tha past. I have 
asked tha stat! to contact ea.oh ot you and to try to 
arrange as mAny personal appointments as possible ~efore 
the~next meeting of the Commission. 

I look forward to seeing you at our next meeting on .June 
14, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at / . 

Sincerely, 

Morton L. Mandel 

11A'r' - '89 8:20 B 
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TO: Art Naparstel:" 

FROMt Joe Reimer 

RE: Commissioning Pape,~s 

Aµr· i J 28~ 1989 

I em ~itting with the following documents before me: my memos of 
IM.arch 1 and March 29 and Apr· i l 13 (addressed to Annette)~ your 
outline for final report (March 10) and Henry"s memo <Just 
received>. A~ requested! I am tryjng to m&ke order out o+ ~hese 
disparate elements. 

1 . Our objective is to work towards a final report in a year 
which will highlight the two enabling option!! of "community" and 
"personnel" bS the focus of the Commission~s respon5e to the 
challenge of effecting across-the-board chan~e in Jewish 
education to help thAt field became a more eff~ctive instrument 
for sustained and creative Jewish continuitv. We now ~ssume the 
IJE as ®mechani sm fc,r implementing Comndssion policy and 

resolve . 

2. We"ve decided while it is premature to be~in writing the 
Final Report~ we need a rolling outline. Out of th~t outline we 
are prepared to commission papers to serve dS bac~ground to the 
Final Report. We need to decide by June which papers to 
commission and from whom. We have an emerging consensus . Let me 
comment again on each of these proposed papers. 

c\} "Jewish con ti nui ty at ri. sk ." We n eed not only a treatment of 
the sociological data on Jewish continuity~ but also an analysis 
- both empirical and conceptual - of the relationship between 
"receiving a quc1lity Jewish edLKation" and "commitment to Jewi»l"l 
continuity . " Data ere available and candidates here do exist . 

b > "The- State of the Field. " We h""''e two different conceptions 
of thi$ paper. One is 6 more qualitative~ descriptive 
presentation : an overview and glimpse~ at lhe field - its peaks 
and its problems and c\n analysis of w!-,y it is at it:s current 
stable st.ate~ whe1t are tl1e main opportunities and what are the 
tou~hest c:hc1.llenges t.o overeome (pointing to "pe..-~onne-1" and 
"community.") The other vie~, is more quantitative: what do we 
know~ what do we need to know to get a fuller picture, how can we 
get that information? We may need twc treatments. 

c) Best prac;jj_f~ . Some educ a tors on the Cammi ssi on believe 
thi!::. is t.he most import21nt paper· . It.'s never been done. The 
fi~ld needs it for both guidance and morale-boosting . It"s a 
maJor piece of 1-,orl,: . Will it focus ~,r·imari ly on pergonnel and 
commun 1 ty < as opposed to "best cJay ! .. i::tic-c;l s i r, general." ,~· W1 11 
there ::te nominations ancj selection process te: assL1rE i2.1rness (if 
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"be5l '' is tal~en 11 ter-al 1 y >' Wi l J the1-e be e1 te~m of judge-:;-:' 
This i:c,1.1ld br2 e:,p losive and'reqL~ire<:: carefLtl thoL1ght . l-Jhat do ,..,e 
me?an by "best" here? 

d) Personnel. In Option paper #2(1 on per·sonnel we find a li~t 
of de~ired 0L1tcome~ . They are e. cle .. :,,r· stalcm1~nt of whc!.\t i~ 
involvEd in personnel. Each outcome could be a paper or sub
paper: to ex plore what wou ld be involved in reali~ing these 
outcomes. l believe these papers are cruc1&l b&cduse th~y can 
focus &fforts in this key area. 

e) CcmmL1njj;_y. HC?nry lists thi 2 sepcatratel y from the review of 
nine compreh~nsive studies. One su~gestion, how~ver~ 1s that a 
careful review of the nine might be cat clear and workable way to 
further elaborate the option pc,p~r of community . 

f) Vi~ion nnd JJE. we•ve said all along - Seymour and Annette 
.-,i ll worl, on each of these. The IJE concept is emerging . 

g) Institutional a nalysis. This paper does nol make it onto 
Henry's list and may be f-olded in l·Jit.t-. "state of the field." I 
still think it an important one (see my April 13) a~ a complement 
lo papers on community and personnel. This paper answers the 
questions: which are the key institutions lhat have to be 
involved in order to bring about change in Jewi5h educ6tion and 
how do history and regional differ·ences pla)' their role~ in 
making comp l ex the picture of ch~nge. Analysts l1~e Walter 
Ackerman, Susan Shevitz, Alvin Schiff and Jon Woocher would be 
very helpful here • 
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April 13, 1989 

To : Sey~our fcx 

Here ar~ s0~e c ore cho~ ~h cs Jn ?~;si~ie ouc~0~es o f the C~:..mission · 
on Je~ish Education. Lee's dls~Yss on April 18th cele:on. 

OucccJ?e :i l 

Outcome :;]. 

Outcome // 3 

Ou c.: ome •.:4 

Outcome :JS 

Outcome :16 

Outcome fl7 

T~e r;~ ._ i. i.) 

Co~uni.ty . .\c cl. -:,n Sites: fr0m De=onscration co lmplementation 

J rfln~zed er assi~ t~d ~y [ JE, t hese ~~uld be 
?~:tne r sii?S J~d ~oaliti0ns 0i l oca l and ~ontinen ta l 
bodies , 5ene rally under the l oc3l Federatio n f lag, 
co test ?r~~ra~s, le3~ing co diffusion . 

Personnel: Building a Professlon 

A permanent ongolng process led by IJE, with 
~ult iple de~onst r atlon and pi.lot projects, co 
develop and test methods that facllitate personnel 
recruitment, tralning, and retention (gene rally 
perfo rmed at Community Action Sites) . 

Fecer3tion : A key facto r for Jewish conclnuicy 
-. l bAAW",...... ... ,-A 

'-..,,IV· An orga~ized , long-term effort co achieve 
con€er.sus t ha t the l ocal federation is the 
~ey convenor a~d sponsor o f local pr ograms co 
e~hance Jewish continuity (e . g. , Cleveland 
Commission). IJE co work closely vi.th CJF 
co ac tivace federations to take up this cause • 

The ~orth Acerican Support System: A Ne~ Design 

A permanent process led by IJE and CJ F to haraionize 
all the continental players (NB, JESNA , Seminaries, etc . ) , 
in a way that brings chem to a high level o f effectiveness, 
overal l or in selected areas . 

Prv5ra!!lmatic Options: Implementation 

A ?er-!llaoenc ongoing process led ~y IJE t o work with 
"champions'' of programmatic options , as they can 
be iden t ified , t o develop fu lly chose o~cions : 

l . - Champion is Chair of a CoUDDission (e.g . Eli Evans) 
2 . - Champion finances Commission or obtains financing) 
3. - IJE helps select and approves al l Commiss i on members 
4. - IJE helps select and approves Commission staff 
5. - [JE monitors aad exercises quality control on each 

Commission 

Research , Publications , etc . 

A permanent ongoing element of I JE. (To be des i gned). 

~I 
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HEBREW UNION COLLEGE- JEWISH INSTITUTE OF HELIGION 
Cinc:in,wli • N1:1,• York • /.o:,; /\11gd1::,; • /1:r11:salc111 

February 27, 1989 

Mr. Morton Mandel 

111:: 1'1'1\ I 11,-.11, .\\ I :I.I'!- • I.I 1,-. :\:-,;c :t1.J-_-.. C'..~I.IH >H--.:1\ 1• • •1· c· ,.,. 
t p·111 : -1•1 ...... 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cl eveland, OH 44103 

Dear Mort : 

In the weeks that have passed since the December meeting of 
the North American Commission on Jewish Education, I have 
thought many times of the extraordinary nature of this 
undertaking and the challenges and possibilities that the 
Commission will confront. As I have reviewed the discussions 
of the December meeting some ideas have emerged in terms of 
processes that might contribute to advancing the agenda of the 
Commission. I share these i deas with you in the hope that 
some of them may prove helpful to you and the staff of the 
Commission. 

While there was the consensus about the importance of the 
personnel issue in Jewish education, widely divergent views 
about the nature of the problem and its policy implications 
were expressed. In reality , there is very little systematic 
research about the nature of the problem beyond the struggle 
that all Jewish educational institutions face in recruiting 
and retaining· ·teaching and administrative pe rsonnel . In 
public education the assessment of the personnel problem has 
involved leading academicians and public officials . Their 
deliberations and the research they have initiated reveal that 
the causes for the personnel problems in education are 
multiple, and that the causes are in many cases systemic. 
This leads me to conclude that the question of personnel for 
Jewish education needs in-depth investigation if effective 
responses to the problem are to be developed. Such 
deliberations would be difficult to conduct in Commission 
meetings and through the interviewing process . I do believe , 
however,. that the Commission could convene and support a 
special task force to investigate the question of personnel 
and to report back with recommendations. Such a task force 
should be limited in size, but not perspective, and should be 
expected to complete its deliberations within six (6) months 
to a year. 
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The assignment of the personnel question to a task force of 
high quality would enable the North American Commission to 
focus its attention on the other areas of concern that have 
been raised. 

Another conclusion I drew from the December meeting relates 
to the high level of commitment of many Commission members to 
programmatic interventions as the path to improving the 
quality of Jewish education. While the issue of personnel is 
certainly central to any programmatic initiatives, there is 
the possibility of moving ahead in areas of program on a 
limited and experimental basis. I would add that the concern 
for developing community leadership and advocacy could be 
addressed within these experimental models. My assumption is 
that no single programmatic intervention, such as a focus on 
early childhood, would serve our or a community's interest. 
Instead, a constellation of several programmatic options could 
be developed with a number of communities, each constellation 
reflecting the unique realities and needs of a particular 
community. In the light of differences among communities 
based on size, regional location, communal structure, and 
demography, it would be appropriate to select communities 
which reflect the range of differencs. Support for these 
communal experiments in Jewish education would depend on both 
the resources that the North American Commission could 
develop, as well as the community itself mobilizing resources 
from within. In that way, the communities in question would 
be laboratories for program experiments and for communal 
leadership development for Jewish education. Such experiments 
would generate important data about the priority and 
implementation· of the programmatic options we have been 
considering. In addition, these experiments could serve as 
catalysts for other communities not initially involved in 'the 
experimental phase. 

Finally, the documentation and the discussions which the 
activities of the North American Commission have engendered 
point to several challenges. First, the quality of Jewish 
education cannot be addressed without considering 
institutional and communal realities that impact upon the 
quality and effectiveness of our educational efforts. 
Hopefully, the Commission can find a way to facilitate the 
gathering of those individuals and organizations that need to 
probe and address these contextual realities. Second, there 
is a paucity of research of any kind to support our assessment 
of the problems of Jewish education and to suggest promising 
remedies. 
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As a long range goal I would hope that the Commission can be 
the catalyst for the initiation and funding of key research 
projects that would enable the Jewish community to plan for 
the future of Jewish education on a foundation of knowledge. 

I want to express my appreciation for the opportunity to be 
a part of the deliberations of the North American commission. 
Your commitment to the future of Jewish education in gathering 
together this outstanding body of leaders and inspiring them 
to confront the difficult questions we have been discussing 
presents us with a unique opportunity. The activities of the 
Commission have already focused the attention of the North 
American Jewish community on Jewish education in a way that 
holds forth great promise. I hope this letter makes a 
contribution to our ongoing efforts, and I look forward to 
seeing you at the meeting in June. 

Sincerely, 

Sar~~c!.:1£-
Rhea Hirsch School of Education 

SSL/fj 

cc: Dr. Arthur Naparstek 
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MEMORANDUM ON T HE COMMISSION AND T HE: DENOlUl-TATIONS 

1. THE PROBLEM 

a) By denominations, we mean the national and l ocal synagogue 
and rabbinical organizations as well as additional groups such as 
Torah U'mesorah. 

b) As the Commission approaches the stage or recommendations, 
and thereafter implementation, the denominations, who are the 
major deliverers of educational services, are likely to feel that 
they have not been involved in the decision-making process • 

. 
c) The denominations may respond by complaining, refusing to 
participate, or worse. 

2. POSSIBLE APPROACHES 

a) Invite the denominational groups to join the Commission. 

b) Invite them to participate in whatever groups (taskforces, 
sub-comm1tte9s, etc.) are given the responsibility to deal with 
the content of the recol'lllUendations ot the Commission., e.g. the 
ii. 

c) Invite them to join the board o! the successor to the 
Collllllission or the board of the ii. 

3. STEPS TO BE TAKEN 

a) MLM should meet with the presidents or the institutions o! 
higher Jewish learning (Y.U., J.T.S., H. U.C.) and discus& how to 
begin the dialogue with the denominatio ns. Lamm, Schorsch and 
Gottschalk have different positions and degrees or intluence and 
sensitivities to their denominational constituencies. 

Commissioners who play an important role ih a denomination 
(Melton, Ratner, Jesselson, Koschitsky, etc.) might participate 
in these meetings, along with staff. 

b) These meetings will help us to decidQ how to proceed. 

c) We might choose trom among thG "Possible Approaches" listed 
abova. 

d) 

e) 

New ,or ~i!fergnt approaches might emerge a~ thes• me~tings. 

A different approach might be adopted tor each denomination. 

1 

8 
.. 
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Draft For Discussion - September 14, 1988 

THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

SUGGESTED NORMS FOR ALL COMMISSION DOCUMENTS 

At the debriefing sessions following the first Commission meeting, the planning 
group agreed that it might be useful to set down agreed-upon norms to guide the 
preparation and presentation of all papers to be written for the Commission. 

Scope 

The following materials are involved: 

a. Documents for the Commissioners - e.g. the data pages for the first 
commission meeting. 

b. Staff research papers - e.g. the background paper on which the data pages 
were based; the personnel document to be prepared for the second meeting: 
the "map" of Jewish education, etc ... 

c. Commissioned research - if and when needed and decided upon. 

d. Policy papers for the Commissioners. e.g. Summary of interviews; options' 
paper. 

e. All future publications of the Commission, e.g. "Best Practice" document. 

Our purpose is to reach agreement, and some amount of uniformity, as to the 
Method by which documents are prepared, the Level of social science thinking 
and research involved, and guidelines for the written presentation of 
documents. 

Rationale 

The need for such agreement arises from two peculiarities of our work: 

** Materials are being prepared by different people in separate and distant 
locations. This makes it harder to ensure adequate communication of 
expectations and of the anticipated depth, reliability, and validity of the 
background work. 

** Ours is a multi-disciplinary endeavor. The unifying factor is the policy 
orientation of the Commission. This requires methodological agreement on the 
use of Social Science research for policy making, and on the applicable 
research norms. 1 
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The major challenge facing research for public policy is to strike a correct 
balance between the research needs and the inherent characteristics of the 
decision-making world. Chief am.ongst these are time limitations (Commissioners 
will not wait to take their decisions); limitations of resources (what are 
adequate and relevant research parameters); and the need to translate policy 
questions into social science questions - and then to translate social science 
findings back into policy-relevant language. 

Some guidelines 

These guidelines do not presume to relate to the individual methods of 
research, data-gathering, analysis and scientific reporting of the 
researchers. Rather they come to deal with one common aspect of all the 
Commission work. 

1. All materials prepared for the Commission - irrespective of their depth or 
breadth - should represent state-of-the-art knowledge. 

2. The us,e of state-of- the-art methods appropriate to policy-oriented research 
should be encouraged. Polling methods of various kinds (e.g. delphi) 
should be considered - as a means of involving some or all Commissioners 
and various publics in the analytic process and the learning that will lead 
to recommendations. 

3. Every paper prepared should fit within the overall workplan and research 
design for the Commission . 

4. The methodology used in the preparation of materials should be disclosed -
preferably before the paper is written - for critique by the planning 
group. 

5. Consultations with the top experts in the various fields of relevance is 
probably our most effective means to overcome the time constraints inherent 
in the Commission work, while maintaining the quality level we seek. In 
order to ensure state-of-the-art knowledg.e, no materials will be circulated 
beyond the planning group before the author has the opportunity to consult 
with experts, either individually or in group meetings. Hopefully, as work 
progresses, a group of experts may be identified for ongoing consultation. 

6. In each case, we will decide who is the relevant audience for the 
document. Documents for the Commissioners must be prepared with the 
following elements in mind: 

* The pluralistic nature of the Commission requires awareness of the diverse 
sensitivities amongst Commissioners. Is the document likely to offend such 
sensitivity? If yes, is it a necessary and worthwhile price to pay? 
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* The presentation should meet the requirement of very intelligent, very busy 
lay-people. 

7. We may decide to allocate oversight responsibility for these various 
elements to different members of the planning group. 

1. There is extensive literature on these topi cs. The following. article may 
be useful: 

James Coleman: "'Policy Research in the Social Sciences", 1972, General 
Learning Corporation. 
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COMMISSION PLANNING GROUP 

MEETING OF MAY 7, 1989 
PROPOSED AGENDA 

I . Review Minutes of Ma r ch 29 and 30, 1989 

II . Revi ew Commission Assignme nts 

III . Report on interviews completed to date 

.Iif ~ ~ lJ ~ 1 ;o-.L T(._ 
IV . J oel Fox paper on local initiati ves 

V. Draft o f IJE proj ect description _ 
\/, A - L , n > 1 ~ --. 

/I 
VI . Review paper for final report --

v 1r .,,,,,"- r 
VII . Set agenda for June 14 

A. Desired outcomes 

Tab 

1 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

B. Possible papers to be sent to Commissioners prior __ 
to meeting and when 

l. Personne l Option - CL~ -J {) A._(_ 

2. Community Option 

3. State of the Field 

4. J Review of local initiatives 

S. The IJE concept 

., 

I, 

,, 

VIII. Commission schedul e from now to June, 1990 

'a (),J. 

A. Set times for meetings of June 13 and June 15 (at JWB) 

1. Planning Group - Final preparations for Commission 
meeting - June 13 - what time? 

Assignment 

VFL 

VFL 

SF, AJN , JR, HLZ 

HLZ 

SF 

JR/AJN 

MI.11 

MI.11 

2. Senior Policy Advisors - Debrief, 8:30 -11:30, June 15 

3. Planning Group - Next Steps - Afternoon, J une 15 

B. Possible dates of future Commission meet ings 

1. October 4, 1989 ~ set 

2. February, 1990 - J~ (r 13•1s°) 




